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Executive Summary

The Township of Langley is committed to a community that is socially, culturally,
economically and environmentally balanced. The economic component of its vision is to
have a strong and diversified local economy that contributes to a strong assessment base.
This will be accomplished by maintaining and, if possible, strengthening its jobs to labour
force ratio. The number of jobs in Langley should increase by about 38,000 to 89,000 by
2031. Clearly, Langley is poised to capture a large share of employment growth. Langley
can enhance its role in the transportation industry, as well as increase its light industrial
base. Langley is also well positioned to become more of a service centre for the commercial
and institutional needs of its residents, and the residents of surrounding communities.
Regional transportation improvements point to the attractiveness of the Carvolth area as a
key component of Langley’s employment strategy.
Section 6.2.13 concludes there will be a demand for 810 acres of new employment land
over the 25-year period (approximately 33 acres per year). Of the employment land
demand, nearly two-thirds will be for Industrial (approximately 520 acres), and nearly a
quarter for Commercial (approximately 190 acres), with the remainder for Institutional and
Office (approximately 50 acres or 6% each).
Future land use supply was identified according to the provisions of the Official Community
Plan and the various sub-area plans. A total of 930 acres were identified in Langley for
potential future employment growth. There is enough future employment land, but the
challenge is to ensure a match between available land and the requirements of future
market demand, all within an appropriate policy context. The suggested approach for this is
to manage future land designations so that the potential of specific areas (such as NW
Langley, Carvolth, etc.) is maximized as part of an overall coherent strategy. Section 7.3
outlines a proposed strategy to match uses to areas over time. In addition, there is
additional long term flexibility to adapt to changing conditions to designate further
employment lands in various areas, such as an expansion of Gloucester or the inclusion of
more employment lands in Brookswood/Fernridge.
Although the global economy has been hard hit, there are positive signs of recovery. Within
any long range planning horizon, there will be periodic ups and downs. This requires a long
term strategy that is carefully monitored, evaluated, and adjusted as longer term trends
change. Obtaining the projected amount of office development will be a challenge, given
the size of the overall market, competition with other locations, potential regional policies
limiting office growth in Carvolth, etc. If the office market does not materialize to the extent
projected, Langley will have to significantly improve the take-up of industrial land.
As growth in the number of jobs and population should occur relatively evenly throughout
the time period, an ongoing supply of employment lands must be planned and available to
accommodate expansion at all times. Timely servicing is a critical factor.
Although Langley has an adequate long term supply of designated employment lands, and
has other long term possibilities, it is important that Langley wisely use its basic industrial
lands for industrial development. For this reason, Langley should revise its zoning bylaw
and develop a new economic development strategy that includes, for example, an emphasis
on high employment uses.
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To move forward, it is important for Langley to consult with industry, land owners and
developers as well as the community at large, on the suggested approach for employment
lands to confirm or adjust as required.
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1.0

Introduction

1.1

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

The Township of Langley (Langley) engaged Stantec Consulting and Site Economics Ltd. to
provide information and strategic direction for the employment land inventory and future
planning. Employment land generally refers to the land base that supports jobs, whether it’s
in the commercial, office, institutional or industrial sectors. In this study, it does not include
agricultural lands and residential lands, where there is also significant employment. The
study is to inform decisions to ensure sufficient lands are designated in appropriate locations
for continued employment growth. The project objectives are to:







1.2

assess the current and projected employment trends in Langley—within the context of
Metro Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada and globally
document emerging best practices regarding the densification of industrial and
commercial land uses
recommend an optimal mix of employment uses and associated location criteria,
including commercial, office, industrial, institutional and mixed uses to meet long-term
market needs
determine the amount of employment lands to achieve more balance between
residential and employment growth
recommend short-, medium- and long-term land related actions for Langley to build a
competitive local economy offering a wide range of jobs, to broaden the municipal tax
base, and provide the capacity for sustained capital projects
BACKGROUND

Interviews for the Vancouver Economic Development Commission of leading business
figures identified some of the major challenges facing them. One of the major items
identified was lack of available space, with focus on the region-wide shortage of industrial
land and on challenges facing businesses wanting to expand.
In response to the shortage and as part of its Regional Growth Strategy, Metro Vancouver
inventoried the region’s industrial lands in 2005. It concluded that the regional industrial
land supply could accommodate demand for a period of 10 to 15 years. The substantial
growth in industrial sub-sectors such as wholesale trade, transportation and warehousing—
uses that tend to be land intensive—pose a challenge. It is expected that land supply
pressures will intensify, continuing to be a factor in the future Metro Vancouver industrial
market.
Looking ahead, it is recognized that Langley may encounter other economic development
challenges as it strives to achieve a balance between residential and employment growth
across all employment types while it competes for investment with other municipalities in
Metro Vancouver and elsewhere. Strategic planning will be central to addressing economic
development challenges.
The Langley Sustainability Vision commits the community to a balanced lifestyle, yet a very
large share of residents commute long distances to work both in Langley and elsewhere. In
2006, about 65% of Langley workers commuted outside Langley. The vision is supported in
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part through goals and objectives aimed at strengthening the local economy. Corporate
instruments, including the Official Community Plan (OCP), the Rural Plan (a component of
the OCP) and the Economic Development Strategy, must provide a positive business
environment to support this vision. Ideally, this includes a strong and diversified local
economy, with a sufficient and varied supply of serviced employment lands, to achieve a
balanced tax base and a higher job to labour force ratio.
To realize its full potential, Langley must optimize its employment lands. Langley’s
Sustainability Vision has economic goals such as strengthening its economy. This is directly
related to achieving long term fiscal stability and fiscal health. Other objectives include
strengthening the agricultural economy. Attaining these goals requires that employment
lands supply be strategically and efficiently managed. For example, employment lands
need access and visibility, something provided by Highway 1 which bisects Langley. This
study will inform future planning in this direction.
1.3

APPROACH

The approach to this study included:


macro and micro analysis to determine trends and opportunities



supply and demand analysis using Langley’s Employment Model



analysis of planning documents, including the OCP, Rural Plan, other community plans
and policies, and the Zoning Bylaw



consultation with the Project Steering Committee
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2.0

Economic Scan

Land use decisions made now will significantly influence the economic and employment
generation potential within the community for decades to come. Strategically, these
decisions must be made with a sound understanding of the local, regional and national
economic conditions that will prevail. This section describes the context for many of the
economic opportunities and challenges that Langley needs to recognize in the coming
years.
2.1

GLOBAL

As of late 2009, the world economy faces many challenges with falling world growth.
Despite wide-ranging government policy actions, financial strains remain acute, pulling down
the overall economy. A sustained economic recovery will not be possible until the financial
sector’s functionality is restored and credit markets allow capital to flow. Monetary and fiscal
policies are expected to be supportive of aggregate demand and sustain this stance over
the foreseeable future, while developing strategies to ensure long-term fiscal sustainability.
Moreover, international cooperation will be critical in designing and implementing these
policies.
Following a number of years of strong growth, Figure 1 illustrates the significant decline in
world GDP growth and production since 2008. There is potential for these trends to stabilize
close to zero, by 2010, with more limited growth rates and economic swings than in the past.
International trade, a major engine of economic growth, has plunged close to 20% and is not
expected to recover to previous levels for several years, let alone show any significant
growth. Industrial production dropped by 40%—one of the biggest economic reversals ever
recorded.
FIGURE 1: GLOBAL GDP GROWTH
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There is no clear indication of the future except that growth will likely be slower and all
production inputs and resources such as energy, materials, labour and all other costs will all
be reduced. International trade volumes will shrink for the next few years and then reverse
and follow past growth trends, but at a more moderate rate. This means slowly growing
demand for the transportation and goods handling facilities that are a primary driver of
industrial land demand. With the decline of large scale economic activity, a rise in small
firms and local business is expected. As such, there will be more demand for small-scale
business space such as strata-title flex space and less growth in demand for very large
warehouse spaces operated by huge multi-national firms.
2.2

NATIONAL

As a prosperous and technologically advanced industrial society, Canada is characterized
by its market-oriented economic system and production patterns that give rise to affluent
living standards. Since the mid-20th century, the growth of manufacturing, mining and
service industries have transformed the previously rural economy to one that is both
industrial and urban. Since nearly 75% of the labour force is employed in a service-oriented
occupation, the service sector is very important to the Canadian economy.
Solid fiscal management has resulted in long-term national budget surpluses (although with
temporary deficits due to recessionary conditions), which has substantially reduced the
national debt, although managing the rising cost of Canada’s publicly funded healthcare and
pension systems is the subject of debate.
Canada’s major exports include motor vehicles and parts, industrial machinery, chemicals,
plastics, wood pulp, timber, petroleum and natural gas. With 178.9 billion barrels of proven
oil reserves, which are the amount of commercially recoverable petroleum from known
reservoirs, Canada has the second largest oil reserves in the world.
High energy and commodity prices are dividing the country in terms of economic outlook:
Alberta, British Columbia and Saskatchewan benefit while Ontario and Quebec continue to
struggle with the compounding effects of the high dollar and energy prices on their energy
intensive manufacturing base. Weaker US demand will further dampen Canada’s short term
GDP growth forecast.
In sharp contrast to the jobs lost in the manufacturing sector in the last few years, other
sectors of the economy have gained over 1.2 million jobs. While these gains have been
broadly based, one of the strongest sectors had been construction until 2008 due in part to
the country’s hot residential construction market, Alberta’s oil sands development, and the
spin-off activity derived from the energy sector. However, this growth substantially slowed in
2009.
As can be seen in Figure 2, the employment levels in manufacturing and construction have
diverged significantly since 2006.
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FIGURE 2: INDEX OF CANADIAN EMPLOYMENT BY INDUSTRY

Canada’s unemployment rate hit a 30-year low in 2006 and 2007 in the 6% range, but the
rate increased to 7.2% in 2009. Nonetheless, a long term trend facing Canadians in the
coming years will be a labour shortage, particularly in the west, as the aging baby boom
population retires. Figure 3 illustrates the unemployment rate from early 2000, which had
declined until early 2008, and increased substantially in late 2008 and early 2009. Based on
current and medium term economic conditions and projections, the unemployment rate is
expected to increase and remain relatively high.
FIGURE 3: CANADIAN UNEMPLOYMENT RATE

With other major economies in recession, the outlook for the Canadian economy has been
declining. This heightened uncertainty is undermining confidence worldwide, eroding
domestic demand. Canadian exports are down sharply and domestic demand is shrinking
as a result of declines in real income, household wealth, and consumer and business
confidence. As policy actions begin to take hold in Canada and globally, real GDP is
expected to rebound, growing by 3.8% in 2010.
Figure 4 from the Bank of Canada shows the economic growth for the period 2002 to 2008.
In late 2008, all indicators dramatically declined.
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FIGURE 4: CANADIAN ECONOMIC GROWTH

The federal and provincial governments are committed to large infrastructure investments to
spur the economy. The Bank of Canada has dropped interest rates to historic lows. Inflation
rates are also at historical lows, possibly into negative territory briefly.
The implications for the west coast, Metro Vancouver and Langley are for even less demand
for manufacturing space than in the past and less demand for primary resource firms and
their industrial activities such as wood processing. Goods handling and transportation, the
most important industry activity, will not grow as fast as in the past. Commercial and
institutional developments are also expected to slow.
2.3

PROVINCIAL

2.3.1 Population
As seen in Figure 5, BC has a population of approximately 4.4 million. Population growth
has been due to the attractive natural climate and a strong economy. The annual growth
rate since 1999 has been approximately 1% and is expected to continue. The population is
ageing due to long-term decline in fertility rates. The baby boom helped delay the onset of
the full effect of this ageing but, as these boomers reach retirement age, the ageing of the
population will accelerate, regardless of the high levels of international immigration.
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FIGURE 5: POPULATION AND GROWTH RATE, BRITISH COLUMBIA
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The provincial population is expected to reach 4.5 million by 2011, with most of the growth in
Metro Vancouver because migrants tend to be the main source of growth and they generally
prefer urban centres. In addition, urban centres have more employment opportunities.
The province’s single greatest source of income is generated through its wealth of natural
resources: forestry, mineral and oil & gas extraction and fishing. The forestry industry in BC
has suffered significant periods of decline over the past decade because of the increased
value of the Canadian dollar, fuel costs, and competition from other countries.
Nevertheless, over the past five years, the BC economy has consistently outpaced the
Canadian economy and, propelled in large part by strength in Metro Vancouver, is
positioned to outperform the national benchmark. There is widespread agreement among
economists and other forecasters that BC will remain at or near the top of the provincial
growth rankings in the coming years. The strong economy is translating into rising incomes
and British Columbians have enjoyed strong growth in average disposable incomes. In
addition, BC’s comparative performance has been impressive with average incomes
growing more quickly than the Canadian benchmark and exceeding gains seen in most
other provinces.
Strong demand for commodities, along with strong real estate and construction industry
lowered unemployment. The 2006 unemployment rate for the province was 4.7% and
remained low until 2008 as seen in Figure 6. However, it increased to 6.1% by 2009 and is
poised to go higher.
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FIGURE 6: UNEMPLOYMENT RATE, CANADA AND BC

As global economic conditions deteriorated in late 2008, forecasts for the BC economy have
contracted. With most countries in recession, reduced demand for commodities and pricing
pressures will plague exports. While domestic demand bolstered the BC economy, tight
lending and declining confidence will lead to a weakening in construction and consumer
spending.
The unemployment rate has been rising in 2009, with layoffs expected in construction, real
estate, financial services and retail. Retail sales are expected to post modest gains, and
GDP is expected to decline slightly in 2009, against the backdrop of a national recession.
Forecasters expect growth to return to the BC economy in 2010, as the global economy
stabilizes.
2.3.2 Construction Activity
The value of seasonally adjusted building permits in BC fell 40.9% in December 2008, the
fourth straight month of declines. Figures 7 and 8 illustrate the value of building permits for
BC, Metro Vancouver and Langley.
FIGURE 7: BC BUILDING PERMITS BY AREA
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Total Building Permits
($ 000)
British Columbia
Greater Vancouver RD
Vancouver, C
Langley, DM
Source: BC Stats

2005
$ 10,191,099
$ 5,650,982
$ 1,589,593
$ 318,052

2006
$ 11,541,532
$ 6,617,381
$ 1,968,658
$ 380,192

2007
$ 12,544,691
$ 7,011,139
$ 2,347,541
$ 372,474

2008
$ 10,577,155
$ 5,587,958
$ 1,432,822
$ 293,681

2009
(forecast)
$ 5,722,241
$ 2,637,516
$ 667,695
$ 313,651

FIGURE 8: BC BUILDING PERMITS BY TYPE
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2006

2007

2008

2009

$1,068,309
$358,843
$2,493,684

$961,170
$323,893
$2,647,905

$762,136
$292,221
$2,623,509

$1,031,932
$273,519
$1,597,717

In BC, commercial development clearly dominates in terms of building permits, followed by
government and industrial. This is the reverse of the Canadian average.
2.4

WHAT IT MEANS FOR LANGLEY

In summary, the global, national, and provincial economic trends all indicate that regional
economies are going to become more important. As Metro Vancouver increasingly
dominates the economy of British Columbia, areas with land for population and economic
growth will become steadily more important.
Clearly, Langley is poised to capture a large share of employment growth. Langley can
enhance its role in the transportation industry, as well as increase its light industrial base.
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Langley is also well positioned to become more of a service centre for the commercial and
institutional needs of its residents, and the residents of surrounding communities. It is clear
from the building permit data that Langley’s economy is very resilient and already well
diversified.
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3.0

Langley within a Regional Context

3.1

OVERVIEW OF REGIONAL TRENDS

3.1.1 Economy, Employment and Population
The Vancouver Census Metropolitan Area, the third largest metropolitan region in Canada,
is home to over 2.2 million people. The regional economy had been growing strongly but
since fall 2008, growth has stalled and recovery is not expected through the medium term.
Metro Vancouver is one of Canada's fastest growing urban centres and an international
business destination because of a competitive business and tax climate, Asia Pacific and
the growing gateway role, the hosting of the 2010 Olympic Games, high rates of
immigration, high levels of investment and construction, a diverse and skilled workforce and
a growing advanced technology sector. Employment in Metro Vancouver reached
1,100,000 in 2006, a gain of 11% from 2001. This is the fastest pace of job growth among
Canada’s three largest metropolitan areas.
Metro Vancouver is Canada’s gateway to the Pacific Rim. The transportation and goods
handling sectors are the largest economic drivers in the region. Annual value of cargo
moving through Port Metro Vancouver totals $43 billion. NW Langley, in particular, is well
positioned for logistics and goods handling related to Port Metro Vancouver. This is
important to note as the region has a larger than average industrial employment base and
smaller than average office employment base relative to most other cities in North America.
For example, Seattle has 40 sq.ft. of office space per capita compared to Vancouver that
has 20 sq.ft. per capita.
As Langley seeks to expand local employment, industrial oriented businesses will clearly be
much easier to secure from a larger potential industrial sector than the smaller office sector.
The office sector is not expected to increase as a proportion of the employment base.
Retail Trade and Hospitality are the two largest employment categories in Metro Vancouver,
followed by Professional, Manufacturing, and Management/Public Administration.
Employment in Langley is dominated by Retail Trade, Manufacturing and Hospitality.
Langley’s job distribution is significantly different from the region as a whole with far more
reliance on Retail and Manufacturing. Neither of these categories is expected to grow as
quickly as they have in the past. Langley’s distribution of jobs is significantly different from,
for example, Surrey and Burnaby, both of which are distributed over a larger number of
sectors.
3.1.2 Growth Projections
Future population for the region, based on draft projections from Metro Vancouver, indicates
53% growth between 2006 and 2041.The region is expected to grow by 1.2 million people
by 2041. During this same period, the population of Langley is expected to more than
double, adding an additional 114,000 residents. In general terms, Langley is projected to
accommodate approximately 10% of the future population growth for the region.
Future employment for the region, based on draft projections from Metro Vancouver,
indicate 51% growth between 2006 and 2041. The region is expected to add 593,000 jobs
by 2041. Of this, 50% will be located in town centres. The number of jobs within Langley is
Langley Employment Lands Study
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expected to double to 101,000 in 2041, while the overall growth rate for the region will be
50%. Langley’s growth will represent 8.8% of the region’s new jobs over the period.
In general, the western portion of Langley north of the City experienced a significant amount
of the growth in jobs over the last decade. This trend will likely continue in the coming years.
Figure 9 illustrates areas which are losing employment in favour of residential development.
This is not the case in Langley, where there has been significant employment growth.
FIGURE 9: CHANGE IN NUMBER OF METRO VANCOUVER JOBS BY CENSUS TRACT 1996‐2006

Source: Statistics Canada, 2006 Census

In Metro Vancouver, the percentage of the employed labour force working within their subregion municipality has increased from 39% in 1996 to 42% in 2006. In Langley, the rate of
local employment has also increased from 32% to 35%. However, it remains that a
significant amount of the population (65%) commutes beyond the boundaries of the
community to work. This could be expected for a traditional suburban community. Langley
has significant inflow from other communities, typically farther east.
The number of jobs as a percentage of the regional total located within Langley has
increased from 3.3% in 1996 to 4.2% in 2006, representing an additional 13,000 jobs and
9% of the regional job growth for that period.
3.1.3 Development Activity
Metro Vancouver experienced significant development activity in all market sectors for the
period from 2002 to 2008, with escalating demand, supply, costs, and prices. This came to
an end in late 2008 and growth will be relatively moderate.
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3.1.4 Policy Context
Planning and development in Metro Vancouver is guided by the Livable Region Strategic
Plan (LRSP), 1996. The LRSP includes 21 municipalities and Electoral Area A. Its
objective is to help maintain regional livability and protect the environment. Over the past
few years Metro Vancouver has been working to update the required plan, referred to as a
Regional Growth Strategy (RGS). It released the latest draft Metro Vancouver 2040:
Shaping our Future in November 2009 for review.
As the RGS is still draft, there are varied opinions at the technical staff level about how
employment location should be managed. However, there is general agreement that the
plan must ensure adequate space for industry and commerce. Metro Vancouver has
identified the benefits of a regional policy that directs major retail and office uses to urban
centres combined with a regional industrial land policy. These benefits range from
protecting the supply of industrial lands to providing municipalities assurance that if they
decline a proposal for retail or office use outside of a designated urban centre, these uses
will not be able to locate outside of urban centres elsewhere in the region.
The draft RGS provides the following mechanisms to guide commercial and industrial land
use in the region:








Urban centres, intended to concentrate office, retail, community, entertainment, cultural
and institutional uses and higher density housing, are designated. Metro Core, Surrey
Metro Centre, Regional City Centres (including Langley) and Municipal Town Centres
(including Willoughby) are most desirable for office and retail uses. The plan puts a
special emphasis on Surrey Metro Centre given transit accessibility and the need for a
downtown south of the Fraser River.
Industrial lands are designated. They are intended for heavy and light industrial,
including manufacturing, transportation, logistics, warehousing, etc. Commercial uses
ancillary to industrial activities are permitted at a scale which supports, but does not
compete with industrial uses or urban centres. Areas in Langley, such as Gloucester
and NW Langley are designated industrial.
Mixed employment areas, such as the Carvolth area in Langley, are designated to
include industrial uses, as well as stand-alone office and retail uses which, because of
their space and logistical requirements, are not well suited for urban centre locations. It
is the intent that these areas will not compete with urban centres or deplete industrial
land supplies. The expansion of mixed employment areas is to be discouraged.
Boundaries of these areas would be defined and amended through RCSs. Regional
Context Statements (RCSs) should identify policies preventing major commercial and
institutional developments outside of Urban Centres.

The above noted mechanisms have several implications for Langley, including:






Competition with Surrey Metro Centre in attracting employment. While Surrey Metro
Centre is a Regional Town Centre that has a different purpose than the Langley
Regional Town Centre, the two urban centres on the south side of the Fraser River may
compete with each other.
Heightened need to distinguish the Langley Regional Town Centre from other urban
centres, including Surrey Metro Centre.
Possible positive spinoffs through the presence of a viable downtown South of the
Fraser River (i.e. particularly in Surrey).
Less flexibility to attract office, retail, commercial and institutional uses outside of the
Langley Regional Town Centre (e.g. to corridor areas) and at the Highway 1 and 200
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3.2

Street interchange. The highway location is vastly superior for retail and office
development.
Regional influence on Langley’s identification of industrial and commercial designated
lands and difficulty to create new mixed employment areas beyond those which are
identified in the RGS.
LANGLEY: ECONOMIC GROWTH TRENDS, CHALLENGES & OPPORTUNITIES

3.2.1 Context
Langley is located in the eastern portion of the Metro Vancouver area, bounded on the west
by Surrey, on the north by the Fraser River, on the east by Abbotsford, and on the south by
the Canada-US border. It comprises 316 km2 and is home to over 100,000 people.
Langley is easily accessible from all parts of the Lower Mainland. Downtown Vancouver
and the Vancouver International Airport are less than a one-hour drive away. With a 24hour border crossing nearby, access from Langley to the US is excellent—a two hour drive
to Seattle or a two hour flight to San Francisco or Los Angeles, and less to Calgary and
Edmonton.
Rapid population growth experienced in the Metro Vancouver area in the late 1960’s and
early 1970’s led to the establishment of the Agricultural Land Commission in 1972. Much of
rural Langley is included in the Agricultural Land Reserve, ensuring that future growth would
be directed to land of less agricultural significance. In 1979, the Langley Official Community
Plan was adopted to guide development. Urban growth is directed to areas such as
Aldergrove, Willoughby, Murrayville, and Fort Langley, and Walnut Grove, while major
industrial and commercial developments have been designated in Northwest Langley,
Willowbrook, Aldergrove and Gloucester Industrial Estates.
With a diverse economic base, including well established agricultural areas, state-of-the-art
manufacturing industries and a very strong retail and service sector, Langley offers excellent
potential for investors and businesses. A favourable tax base, a skilled labour force, and the
proximity of Langley to Vancouver, Seattle, and overseas markets have made the Langley
area attractive for investment and development.
Langley has several significant commercial and institutional employment nodes, in addition
to important concentrations of developed and vacant industrial land. Langley has seen little
emphasis on office space; a trend that is expected to change. Improved infrastructure will
create opportunities at Highway 1 and 200 Street, a location which is a logical gateway to
the Fraser Valley. Such a location is very attractive to office and commercial businesses.
3.2.2 Population
Langley has been experiencing the same trends as the rest of Canada: households are
smaller; more people live alone; and couples have fewer children. However, the community
is still one of predominantly single detached housing. In 2006, Langley’s average number of
persons per household was 2.9, the third highest rate in Metro Vancouver. The Langley
population is also characterized by a high proportion of young families. More affordable
housing gives Langley residents the second highest ownership rate in Metro Vancouver.
As shown in Figure 10, Langley experienced significant growth during the 1971-1996
period. The growth rate has been substantially slowed during the last decade, with the
population increasing over 1,000 per year.
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FIGURE 10: HISTORIC POPULATION FOR LANGLEY

As shown in Figure 11, population is projected to reach 200,000 in 2041 from approximately
100,000 in 2009. This represents a more than doubling over the next four decades. Of this
long term population growth, the majority will occur in the Willoughby area.
FIGURE 11: POPULATION PROJECTION FOR LANGLEY
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With a population that has grown more rapidly than the region as a whole, Langley has a
large pool of resident workers. Over the most recent Census period (2001 and 2006)
Langley added approximately 6,800 new residents, growing by 7.9%, to 93,726. This was
higher than the growth rate seen for Metro Vancouver (6.5%) and slightly lower than that for
the Fraser Valley Regional District (8.2%). This is below the growth rate for neighbouring
Surrey to the west.
Relative to Metro Vancouver, Langley’s resident workforce shows two other strong
competitive advantages. In 2006, Langley residents had a higher labour force participation
rate (70.8% versus 66.7% regionally) and a lower unemployment (3.5% versus 5.6%) than
seen in the region. Rapid growth, along with above average employment rates, saw
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Langley’s share of the region’s employed labour force increase from 3.3% in 2001 to over
4.2% in 2006.
3.2.3 Transportation Infrastructure Capacity
The existing and future capacity, location and alignment of transportation infrastructure
within Langley and throughout Metro Vancouver are critical factors which will influence the
demand for employment lands. Metro Vancouver is the nexus of an established and
innovative transportation network in Western Canada. As trans-Pacific traffic grows,
Vancouver is investing heavily to maximize the economic opportunities. The governments
of Canada and BC—together with Port Metro Vancouver, Vancouver’s international airport
(YVR), the regional transit authority, the three Class 1 inter-continental railways that serve
the port, and other private interests—are ambitiously upgrading the capacity and efficiency
of Vancouver’s global gateway. Transportation investment commitments in the region to
date total over $20 billion.
In the past, Langley was considered somewhat remote from the central areas of economic
and employment activity. Its location is no longer remote as the centre of the entire urban
region has steadily moved east and transportation infrastructure investments improve
access. Population growth and development and the ever larger scale of the region have
made Langley a central and not peripheral location. This ever growing importance and
integration within the region is strongly enhanced by transportation infrastructure
improvements. Furthermore, significant growth has occurred in Abbotsford immediately to
the east, placing Langley strategically between Metro Vancouver and the Fraser Valley.
Significant roads in Langley include the east-west Highway #1 connecting the eastern
Fraser Valley to Vancouver, 200 Street Corridor connecting Langley City to Highway #1 and
across the Golden Ears bridge north across the Fraser River, Fraser Highway, and 264
Street which connects to the US border crossing.
Any major change in infrastructure is of great importance to Langley as each improvement
makes the community that much more desirable as a location for employment generating
businesses. Proposed infrastructure development is extensive across the region and
Langley is expected to benefit greatly from improvements:


The Gateway project (widening of Highway 1 and twinning of the Port Mann Bridge) will
improve access from Langley to Vancouver and Burnaby. This will significantly increase
access for private vehicles, trucks and transit, particularly for the Carvolth area. As part
of the Gateway Program, the province is proposing a rapid bus service between Carvolth
and the Lougheed Skytrain Station. The rapid bus would use the HOV lanes that are
now under construction. The Langley Park and Ride facility included with rapid bus will
be in the Carvolth area.



Translink’s South of Fraser Area Transit Plan identifies 200 Street as an “Identified
Corridor” for a Frequent Bus Network by 2011 and as part of a Rapid Transit Network by
2031.



The proposed South Fraser Perimeter Road will improve truck route and resident access
to BC Ferries and DeltaPort.

It is important to note that the area most impacted by these improvements is the northern
part of Langley, including Willoughby (particularly Carvolth) and Walnut Grove, which
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includes the 200 Street corridor, as well as the existing Gloucester Industrial Estates on the
north side of Highway 1 at 272 Street.
Through the context of transportation services and the attraction this has for business,
Northwest Langley will be poised to become the most important location for employment in
the community. This is because it will have direct access to the main highway, a new
bridge, and improving public transit, as noted in Figure 12.
FIGURE 12: PROPOSED INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT

In general, Langley has good regional transportation links but not ideal local accessibility.
The key problem is the relatively limited grid road network. There are no six lane arterial
roads in the community (except Highway 1 in 2015 and Golden Ears Bridge) and it is difficult
to reach areas that are remote from the main highways, such as the south. Thus, locations
close to the highways are of critical importance to employment generating land uses.
The strong link between transportation infrastructure and the value of employment-related
land can be seen by the surge in the average value of light industrial real estate in areas
impacted by the Alex Fraser Bridge. The logistics and goods handling firms and others who
were located in Vancouver moved to Delta and Surrey leaving Vancouver to redevelop
those sites to higher and better uses. Langley has the potential to experience a similar
strong positive economic impact with the Golden Ears Bridge and future improvements from
the Gateway project.
3.2.4 Economic Diversification
It is important to stress that Langley is only one of 21 municipalities that comprises Metro
Vancouver. Plus, there are additional municipalities to the east. As such, it has only
moderate control over the mostly macro-economic forces that shape the employment
market, in terms of direct jobs and the development which serves those jobs. Within this
context, the primary control Langley has over its employment base is through infrastructure,
the size of its land base, and the permitted uses.
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Given the limitations of context, these levers of influence over the Langley employment
market have not created a lot of diversity.
Langley has been one of the most active industrial markets in Metro Vancouver. Accessible
sites and land prices that have remained constant over the past few years, making the area
attractive to a wide variety of industrial land users. Langley has the third largest supply of
vacant industrial land (both serviced and unserviced) in Metro Vancouver, behind Surrey
and Richmond. Buildings and sites are also available for lease to aviation-related
businesses at Langley Municipal Airport. Gloucester Estates is a well established industrial
area on Highway 1.
A list of the largest and most notable employers in Langley reveals that they tend to be
government, retail and industrial jobs. The most important and obvious issue is that the
largest employers are government and/or institutions followed by some distribution,
construction and manufacturing and a call centre.
There are very few major private industries paying relatively high wages, typically wood
mills, manufacturers, or construction firms. The wood processing industry is in decline and
wood mills all along the Fraser River, including the former Interfor mill in Fort Langley, have
been closing over the past twenty years. While only a few small wood processing industries,
with relatively low employment, remain in Langley, it is reasonable to expect that they will
soon start to close their doors freeing up their lands for higher and better employment uses.
Most of these activities are on the water with excellent locations—ideal for redevelopment to
higher industrial uses. Most sites are surrounded by existing industrial lands and are not
likely candidates for their owners to try to target for rezoning from employment uses, as is
being done on the north side of the Fraser River, where rezoning from forest and heavy
industrial to multi-family residential is standard.
Currently many of the larger scale businesses which are seeking industrial space are either
in goods handling or construction. Some of the smaller firms are also in the same business,
but consist of the smaller industry support groups.
According to a series of major studies conducted to assess the economic impact of Port
Metro Vancouver on the regional economy, over half of all industrial development is related
to transportation and goods handling. This would be a likely use for some of the soon to be
available sites currently occupied by the wood processing industry, if other more dense
forms of industrial development are not available. Northwest Langley is ideal for this type of
use, but Gloucester is too far east of the inter-modal rail yards. This means fewer new
goods handling jobs in Langley as there is very little well located industrial land remaining
with highway and rail access.
The role of Langley within Metro Vancouver has been one of provider of relatively low cost
lands for residential, institutional and industrial uses. In this context it has been difficult for
Langley to establish a strong office market. Improvements to infrastructure can change that
market dynamic. The implication is that Langley must be proactive in enhancing its office
market. The industrial market will come to Langley because of the vacant land base and
lack of alternatives.
Office development on the other hand must be attracted by creating convenient and
attractive locations, with amenities and support services, for office based business. There is
limited demand for large scale regional office space users and this demand will not grow
significantly. Office space demand will tend to continue to focus on small space local area
serving users such as medical, dental, legal, financial advisory, and local small businesses.
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3.2.5 Overall Economic Challenges and Opportunities
Within the national and regional economic context, the community exhibits both key
competitive advantages and several challenges. Economic development opportunities in
Langley will be influenced by the following:










Large land base including a significant amount of the vacant or underutilized industrial
land in the region.
A growing employment pool that is younger than the regional average.
Good regional transportation access via Highway 1 west to Port Metro Vancouver and
east to the Fraser Valley.
Good access to the US (e.g. proximity to the Canada/US border).
Good access to the main rail services for CN and CP.
Adjacent to the Fraser River.
Chance to eventually have some office projects on existing and new major roadways.
Opportunity to create well planned and attractively designed new employment centres
particularly at Highway 1 and 200 Street.
Langley has significant agricultural lands that may be increasingly used for value added
products.

Opportunities for economic development will be challenged by:










Ample alternative office locations in the inner municipalities and few reasons to choose
Langley.
Regional economy generates a relatively moderate office demand compared to other
metro areas.
Competition with neighbouring municipalities, particularly Surrey and Abbotsford.
Some potential perceived congestion on local arterials.
Unsuitable business mix in many employment centres, which discourages high profile
businesses. Quality businesses typically require premises in a new business park where
they are grouped with similar businesses.
Low density urban pattern with industrial and office nodes in less than ideal locations.
Poor transit accessibility for most areas.
There is ongoing pressure on agricultural lands for conversion, from conflicts with other
uses, and low productivity as lands are converted to hobby farms. Agriculture
processing is faced with pressure from lower cost areas.

As with many other parts of the region, Langley also faces a general dilemma. While its
land resources are considerable relative to other municipalities, increasing land demand
consistently drives all land towards higher valued zoning. However, often lower valued
industrial and commercial uses are essential to generate the employment and economic
demand that drives the local economy. There is no logical way to keep the value of lands
low in a market with a shortage; however restrictive zoning, excluding residential uses, and
maintaining strong design guidelines in the business areas will play a role.
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3.2.6 Development Trends
The key development trends and practices are:






Commercial is locating on urban sites with ever higher floor space ratios (FSR) 1 and
often multi level mixed use projects.
Industrial is accommodating the land shortage by increasing FSR to 50%.
Office projects are becoming ever more efficient and “green” with optimal layouts, design
and engineering (including LEED).
All projects are denser and more eco-friendly with efficient systems.
Businesses are locating in mutually beneficial groupings, as in the past.

1

Floor space ratio (FSR) is the ratio of building space to the area of the site. For example, a 2 storey building
completely covering a site would have an FSR or 2. At one storey over half the site, the FSR would be 0.5.
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4.0

Langley Employment Sectors

This section discusses the office and industrial market sectors in Langley and the region.
These are core employment land uses.
4.1

OFFICE MARKET AND EMPLOYMENT OVERVIEW

The office market is an important future potential direction for Langley’s local employment
base. This is a challenge; however, as Metro Vancouver has a relatively small office market
compared to many other North American cities.
The office inventory in Langley is very small and it is not treated as a separate market in
most regional statistics. To understand the situation in Langley, it is important to examine
the Metro Vancouver context. Metro Vancouver’s office inventory is geographically
segmented into two major markets containing 46.4 million sq.ft. The Central Business
District Area, which includes Vancouver’s Downtown Core, contains 29.3 million sq.ft. of
office space. The Suburban Area, containing 17.1 million sq.ft. of office space, represents
37% of Metro Vancouver’s overall office space.
Based on current construction, Vancouver’s office market will add approximately 1.3 million
sq.ft. of new supply in the next three years, primarily in the Class A Suburban market, mostly
on a speculative basis. As the Suburban Class A market ended the final quarter of 2008
with an 11.2% vacancy rate, and with over 500,000 sq.ft. scheduled for completion in 2009,
vacancy will increase, and a decrease in achieved lease rates is also likely. The majority of
this new suburban space is located in Burnaby, but an increasing share is located in Surrey.
Development is expected to increase in the suburban markets in the coming years as the
downtown core runs out of developable land. Numerous sites have been rezoned for
residential development and there is an employment land shortage in the core.
Metro Vancouver’s Livable Region Strategic Plan includes four main strategies, one of
which is ‘build complete communities’. This is reaffirmed in the draft 2009 Regional Growth
Strategy. This strategy supports complete communities where jobs are located closer to
where people live and are accessible by transit through a focus on regional and municipal
town centres. A multi-centric region has been successful for retail and residential which
both like to group together, but it has been less successful for office. Municipalities in Metro
Vancouver have waited for Regional Town Centre office development, which has not come,
and do not properly plan for their main source of new employment—business parks. Since
their inception, the regional town centres have failed to attract a significant share of market
oriented office development.
Downtown Vancouver and business parks completely dominate all new office development
across Metro Vancouver. The financial parameters for office development strongly favour
low-rise, low cost, and flexible business park office space over high-rise, high cost, inflexible,
multi-tenant concrete tower office space.
Metro Vancouver is dominated by industrial employment and has relatively few employees
in office space. Greater Seattle for example, has significantly more office space per capita
than Metro Vancouver and less industrial space per capita. The Metro Vancouver region
thus lacks critical large-scale office anchor tenants or head offices and thus there is only
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moderate demand. Office development has historically not been profitable and risky due to
weak demand and over supply.
The future for office space in Langley shows clear demand at gateway locations, specifically
at Highway 1 and 200 Street, where there is excellent transportation access. New offices
can be expected in these new strategic locations in the medium and long terms.
Planning for future office use should focus on both town centres and business parks,
particularly those in high traffic corridor locations. Corridors have all the planning benefits of
town centres but have the added advantage of being economically viable. Clearly, the ideal
for the future would be to encourage higher density, mixed use, office oriented development
on the main transportation corridors throughout the region. In Langley, the ideal would be to
allow commercial and office developments at key nodes on 200 Street, the main arterial
road connecting the highway and the Langley Regional Town Centre. This could be
supported by mixed use and high density residential at the most prominent sites.
4.2

INDUSTRIAL MARKET AND EMPLOYMENT OVERVIEW

The Metro Vancouver industrial market, with approximately 183 million sq.ft. of inventory,
had a vacancy rate of only 4.17% in the second quarter of 2009. In total, Metro Vancouver’s
market accounts for 12.5% of the country’s industrial inventory, ranking it as Canada’s third
largest industrial market behind Toronto and Montreal.
Metro Vancouver’s industrial inventory is divided among its central sub-market (Vancouver,
Burnaby, Richmond, New Westminster, North Shore, Coquitlam, Port Coquitlam, Port
Moody) with 112.2 million sq.ft. and the suburban sub-market (Abbotsford, Delta, Langley,
Surrey, Maple Ridge) of 70.7 million sq.ft. The two Langley’s have a total of 15.4 million
sq.ft., which is 8% of the regional total. Relevant statistics are shown in Table 1.
TABLE 1: INDUSTRIAL MARKET STATISTICS (2009 Q2)
Market/ Submarket
Abbotsford
Burnaby
Coquitlam

Inventory
(sf)

Overall
Vacancy Rate

Warehouse Lease
Rates

Under
Construction

Construction
Completions

Overall
Absorption

Land Prices

6,777,235

2.77%

$6.25-8.50

35,000

103,000

155,282

$825,000-1,000,0000

27,193,454

4.52%

$7.50-12.00

915,979

135,545

-493,898

$1,300,000-1,600,000
$1,200,000-1,500,000

7,345,566

4.71%

$7.50-10.00

0

0

-108,945

Delta

19,923,696

8.24%

$6.00-9.00

0

0

-721,211

$950,000-1,300,000

Langley

15,359,501

4.56%

$6.00-9.00

42,290

0

464,582

$1,000,000-1,500,000

Maple Ridge

2,480,858

4.13%

$6.00-9.00

0

43,000

256,638

$675,000-1,000,000

New Westminster

4,375,230

1.26%

$5.75-8.00

0

0

-45,910

$1,000,000-1,200,000

North Shore

5,395,726

4.25%

$10.00-16.00

0

0

-175,579

$2,000,000-2,600,000

Port Coquitlam

5,974,832

3.50%

$8.00-9.50

0

564,000

550,876

$1,100,000-1,400,000

Port Moody
Richmond

904,444

4.02%

$6.50-7.50

0

0

55,197

$800,000-1,000,000

35,522,888

2.01%

$6.00-9.50

452,345

804,180

1,462,691

$950,000-1,400,000
$1,100,000-1,600,000

Surrey

28,671,002

4.91%

$6.50-9.00

963,438

194,281

-423,888

Vancouver

23,007,122

3.37%

$7.00-13.00

75,376

0

-304,076

$1,500,000-2,500,000

182,931,554

4.17%

2,484,428

1,844,006

671,759

$1,100,000-1,500,000

VANCOUVER TOTAL

$6.85-$10.00

Langley’s market share increased from 5% to 8% in the past decade. Langley’s share of
industrial development is certain to increase in the future simply because it has vacant land
and Highway 1 access is being improved. Delta and Richmond are clearly more central but
Langley is easily as strong a location as Surrey.
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Average net rental rates have increased substantially to over $8.00/sq.ft. pushing average
gross rents to the $11.00/sq.ft. range when considering average taxes and operating costs
of approximately $3.00/sq.ft. The region has the highest industrial rents on the west coast
of North America. This is a very significant market issue which should lead to more
development in the short term because industrial development is a good investment.
The Vancouver region, along with Calgary, continues to have among the lowest vacancy
rate for industrial space among North America’s industrial markets. Pressure came off the
market in 2008 as new supply came to market. While vacancy rates remained at 1.8% in
the first quarter after 2.6 million sq.ft. of space came to market, it climbed to 2.3% in the
second quarter of 2008 after a further 1.7 million sq.ft. was completed. As of the second
quarter of 2009, the vacancy has increased to 4.17%. Many new industrial projects are
being developed in Surrey and Langley. Rental rates appreciated slightly in 2009, rising
from a range of $6.75 to $9.75/sq.ft. to between $6.85 and $10/sq.ft.
Construction completions were concentrated in the Metro Vancouver in the second quarter
of 2009, which represents a significant shift from previous years where the ratio of
construction activity was split between Metro Vancouver and the Fraser Valley. In contrast
to recent years, new construction in the market is increasingly being built on a speculative
basis. Land prices also became a driving force in the industrial market, impeding
development, increasing costs and affecting vacancy, lease rates and absorption. A
shortage of serviced industrial land has been one of the main causes of rising lease rates.
Vacancy is expected to continue to increase as new supply hits the market and economic
pressures resulting from the global financial crisis and the downturn in the manufacturing
sector limit leasing demand, sales activity and new construction through 2009. In line with
analyst’s predictions for the beginning of economic recovery, industrial sector activity should
begin to improve by 2010. Despite a drop-off in sales, an inherent shortage in serviced
industrial land is expected to keep land prices reasonably stable. Rental rates should also
remain steady despite increases in supply as tenants compete for quality space.
Vacancy in the Langley submarket dropped to 4.56% in the second quarter of 2009 from
7.59% in the first quarter. This market has not yet seen significant additions to inventory in
2009
As shown in Figure 13, industrial land in Metro Vancouver has risen dramatically in price to
over $1 million/acre. This is amongst the most expensive land in North America and
comparable to Los Angeles, for example. However, prices declined significantly (i.e. 30%)
in 2009.
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FIGURE 13: INDUSTRIAL LAND PRICES PER ACRE IN METRO VANCOUVER

Figure 14 shows the distribution of new industrial supply in the Metro Vancouver Region for
1998-2007. Langley (Township and City combined) attracted 20% of this development,
more than Surrey and slightly less than Richmond.
FIGURE 14: DISTRIBUTION OF NEW INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY IN METRO VANCOUVER, 1998‐2007

By 2008 Langley represented the 6th largest industrial market in Metro Vancouver, as seen
in Figure 15.
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FIGURE 15: INDUSTRIAL FLOOR SPACE IN METRO VANCOUVER, DEC 31/2007

Figure 16 shows the value of building permits in Langley for 2005–2009. As can be seen,
the value of commercial building permits increased substantially despite the recession. This
section completely dominates non-residential development currently. The forecast is based
on changes between 2008 and August 2009.
FIGURE 16: LANGLEY BUILDING PERMITS BY TYPE (BC STATS)

4.3

AGRICULTURAL OVERVIEW

In 2006, approximately 5.2% (2715 workers) of the Langley labour force was employed in
agriculture and other resource based industries (primarily agriculture). This has fallen from
5.9% (2835) in 2001, which was lower than the 6.4% (2740) in 1996. There has not been
significant change in the actual numbers of people working in agriculture over this period,
but it is becoming a smaller proportion of total Langley workers as other sectors are growing.
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The agricultural sector of the economy in Langley is relatively strong, producing a wide
range of market products. Langley accounts for 38% of the Agricultural Land Reserve
(ALR) in Metro Vancouver and also accounts for at least that much in agricultural production
value. About 76% of Land in Langley is in the ALR. However, only about 12,970 ha (about
42 of Langley) is farmed according to the 2006 Census of Agriculture.
There are wide variety of crops grown and sold, with ever more emphasis on value added
products, such as herbs, organic, and specialty items. The arable land is being generally
well used.
Commodity oriented production and processing has generally shifted to lower cost areas
such as offshore or Alberta.
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5.0

Municipal Policy and Plan Areas

5.1

OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN

The Official Community Plan (OCP) shows most of the community as Green Zone (including
the agricultural area) and the Land Use Plan divides the areas suitable for development into
the two broad categories of Designated Urban Growth (Yellow in Figure 17) or Designated
Industrial Growth (Purple in Figure 17).
FIGURE 17: LANGLEY OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN

The OCP sets objectives for the development of complete communities, with a population
growth rate (3%) that is lower than the growth rate of the past two decades and employment
targets that will achieve a balance between the number of jobs and employed residents by
2021. This is reinforced by planning and development principles that emphasize the
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relationship between jobs and residents. This is to minimize transportation demand and to
achieve a broad tax base, all within a compact urban form.
By 2021, the planned population is expected to reach 165,000 with an employment target of
83,000. Employment is to be spread over a variety of sectors.
Detailed community plans are to be prepared for each designated urban and industrial
growth area. Policies for specific designated growth areas will be described in subsequent
sections.
Planning and development principles in the OCP speak to the need for a mix of land uses, a
central node, efficient transportation networks, transportation choice, distinctive community
character and infrastructure and services to support a complete community, all of which are
supportive of good community planning and employment growth. Residential development
policies include employment-related policies to support the location of higher density close
to commercial, recreational and education facilities. This policy could be amended to locate
employment (whether commercial, office, institutional or industrial) in close proximity to
higher density housing.
Industrial objectives are to promote and encourage diversified industrial development, all
with a desirable environment. The OCP includes a policy to encourage industrial
development that has a high employment ratio. This is critical as some industrial
development can generate a small number of jobs, depending on the type of industrial use
(e.g. warehouse versus labour-intensive manufacturing plant). Commercial development
policies identify that commercial development shall be permitted only in the Designated
Urban Growth Areas and Designated Industrial Growth Areas (with the exception of local
convenience outlets). To ensure the integrity of the Designated Industrial Growth Areas, the
policy could be amended to identify that commercial shall be limited to industrial
employment supporting uses.
The OCP outlines policy regarding applications to remove lands from the Agricultural Land
Reserve (ALR). The OCP does not support exemption of lands from the ALR unless it is
demonstrated that there is an adequate demand and no other non-ALR land may meet that
demand.
OCP policies call for the requirement for development to be supported by the availability of
services.
5.2

COMMUNITY PLANS

Langley has prepared a number of more detailed community plans that specify land uses
and development patterns. Figure 18 shows Langley’s different community areas.
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FIGURE 18: COMMUNITY AREAS IN LANGLEY

Aldergrove Community Plan
Aldergrove is located in east Langley. It is an area of mostly low density, with an older retail
core, surrounded by agricultural lands. The plan designates the western area for industrial
uses. It is about 200 acres in total, with access from the Fraser Highway and Highway 13.
It has extensive outside storage, suitable for light and medium industrial uses. It has about
100 acres of future development land for industrial.
The north area is primarily zoned General Industrial M-2, which provides for a broad range
of industrial uses and outdoor storage. Lands near Fraser Highway and Highway 13 are
zoned commercial. Most of the undeveloped lands are in the southern area and remain with
a suburban residential designation.
Brookswood/Fenridge Community Plan
This area was originally planned for a primarily residential community of 35,000 people, with
supporting commercial and limited industrial uses. Council passed a motion in 2004 that the
plan would have to be redone before any development could proceed. No subsequent
direction has been taken and the majority of lands retain the suburban residential zoning.
Fort Langley Community Plan
This historic community of about 2500 people has a small commercial core surrounded
primarily by low density housing. Only one small parcel is designated for industrial use. A
former mill site is being redeveloped for residential.
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Gloucester Industrial Estates
Gloucester is a 700 acre industrial development located on the east boundary of Langley
along the north side of Highway 1. It has a variety of service and general industrial areas
including warehousing, wholesaling and distribution, light manufacturing, office and business
uses. There are approximately 180 acres of potential future development lands. Some
owners in the area are applying to have adjacent lands removed from the ALR to increase
the size of the industrial park. Apparently there are some limitations to expanding services
in the area and increasing the industrial land base may not be feasible.
M-2 is the typical zone in the area, but there are also areas of M-2A (M-2, plus heavy
equipment), M-2B (M-2, plus meat processing), and M-3 (plus additional uses such as
concrete plants and sand and gravel storage.
Murrayville Community Plan
Murrayville, to the east of the City of Langley, has a variety of commercial uses at nodes
along the Fraser Highway. There is limited developed industrial land at the airport and at
the east side of Murrayville south of the Fraser Highway. These latter lands are zoned M-1,
which provides for a variety of service industrial type uses. There is little potential for
additional industrial development.
Walnut Grove/Northwest Langley
This area is located north of Highway 1, from the Surrey boundary east to about 217 Street.
The eastern portion, covered by the Walnut Grove Community Plan is a series of residential
neighbourhoods with some supporting commercial development. The western portion is a
diverse mix of commercial and industrial uses, ranging from heavy industrial north by the
Fraser River to the commercial orientation along 200 Street in the vicinity of Highway 1.
There are a variety of large lot warehouses, distributors, manufacturers and some wood
processing industries. With the opening of the Golden Ears Bridge, access to the area has
been substantially improved. There are about 750 acres developed for commercial and
industrial, with about 200 acres for either vacant or for potential future development.
Lands to the north are generally zoned Heavy Industrial M-3, with other areas including
additional uses of sawmills (M-4, M-5) and asphalt plants (M-13). Outside storage uses are
primarily in the northern sector. Lands in the southern sector are generally zoned M-1A and
M-2. Most of the vacant land is generally east of 201 Street. The commercial strip east of
200 Street is primarily in CD zoning, generally allowing some service industrial uses and a
broader range of commercial and entertainment uses.
Willoughby/Willowbrook/Carvolth Plans
These areas are on the west side of Langley south of Highway 1 to the City of Langley. The
area is generally residential with non-industrial uses in specific sub-areas. These include
the Carvolth area (located south of Highway 1 at 200 Street; a business/technology park
northwest of 200 Street and 80 Avenue; a potential business park at Highway 1 and 216
Street (dependent on a highway overpass at this location) where development has not
started; and a future commercial town centre at 208 Street and 80 Avenue. There are
various future commercial sites scattered to service the residential component.
The Carvolth Business Park Plan designates this general area as business office park, with
a core of service commercial centered on 200 Street. It is partially developed, with a mixture
of CD zones (CD48 for highway commercial, hotels and smaller scale retail and wholesale
uses; CD49 for a broader range of commercial uses) and commercial zones (C-2D for a
broad range of commercial uses at 200 Street, C-17 like C-2 but with smaller retail allowed,
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and C-18 which is like C-17 but with a broader range of service industrial uses).
Development is mostly along the 200 Street corridor, with significant future developable
lands both to the east and west.
Both the Willowbrook Community Plan and the Langley Regional Town Centre Plan
(prepared in conjunction with the City of Langley) designate lands along parts of 200 Street
and west to Surrey for regional commercial uses. Most of these commercial lands are
developed. An area east of 201 Street is designated for business park and is zoned to a
mixture of M-2, M-3, Business Office Park M-11 for a variety of office and commercial uses,
and CD27 which is a combination of regional commercial and business office park. There is
little vacant land in this area, some of which has been recently developed to residential.
5.3

RURAL PLAN

Langley is very much a rural community as demonstrated by the fact that the OCP
designates approximately 75% of land as Rural Residential/Agricultural. Most of this land is
within the ALR. To protect agricultural land uses, subdivision and most non-farm use of land
are prohibited.
An urban/rural interface of approximately 77 km exists between existing or future urban
development and rural land. Planning must consider the potential for conflicts arising from
incompatible land uses. Industry trends in the agricultural industry (the largest component
of the rural economy) indicate a move toward intensification which may escalate the
potential for future land use conflicts around the urban/rural interface.
The Rural Plan includes goals and objectives designed to enhance agricultural viability,
protect agricultural lands and encourage agricultural industry, including aquaculture. The
goals and objectives are reflected in the policies within the Plan.
Policy highlights include commercial uses (i.e. retail and service commercial) are
encouraged in Rural Commercial Centres; commercial uses (i.e. retail and service
commercial including rural commercial centres and commercial and industrial operations
directly related to agricultural activities) are permitted as infill in the Agro-Service Centre
designation; and industrial development in the rural areas shall occur in areas designated
industrial growth and the Agro-Service Centre. Expansion of existing industrial uses on
existing sites may be considered, subject to review of impacts.
5.4

OTHER POLICY AND STRATEGY DOCUMENTS

Sustainability Charter
Langley adopted its Sustainability Charter in 2008. The vision is to build a legacy for future
generations by leading and committing the community to a lifestyle that is socially, culturally,
economically and environmentally balanced. To achieve this vision, the Charter includes
social/cultural, economic and environmental goals. Of particular relevance to this study are
the economic goals, including achieving fiscal stability and fiscal health, developing livable
and vibrant communities, strengthening the economy, investing in effective infrastructure,
and integrating transportation and community planning.
The objectives of these goals support good planning principles such as compact urban form
and mixed-used neighbourhoods and transit-oriented development. Objectives that are very
specific to Langley and that will help it become more competitive include for example,
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investing in green infrastructure, establishing Langley as a centre of excellence in education
and training and strengthening the agricultural economy.
Economic Development Strategy
Langley adopted its Economic Development Strategy in 2002. The Strategy outlines the
mission, which is to expand and develop Langley’s diverse economy in harmony with its
rural and urban communities. Flowing from this mission are goals, objectives and strategic
actions related to a range of economic development areas such as the film industry,
infrastructure and agriculture. The following identifies some of the key objectives and
actions of note:











Implement the economic development initiatives in the Rural Plan like establishing an
agri-industrial park and incentives for intensive farm operations to locate in these areas
Strengthen Willowbrook as a key regional employment node, a premier location for
headquarters and branch offices, and a high order commercial retail destination; densify
Willowbrook Shopping Centre and surrounding commercial areas)
Monitor business office and industrial development (maintain a database to track trends
including land area and floor space, make industrial development information available
on the web)
Promote the development of campus style business office parks (promote Carvolth,
Gloucester and Willowbrook as premier locations, ensure supporting infrastructure and
full municipal services are readily available)
Improve industrial areas in Aldergrove and Northwest Langley (establish guidelines to
improve aesthetics and consider coordinated signage, encourage expansion of existing
business through infill and redevelopment of industrial buildings)
Commit to infrastructure improvements (develop a strategy to pre-service key industrial
and commercial areas, monitor the economic development impacts of the new bridge
crossing)

The Strategy includes a framework for implementation. The framework includes 128
prioritized actions that are assigned stakeholders who are responsible for implementation.
As of December 2008, 31% of the actions were in progress or completed, and a further 53%
were ongoing.
5.5

ZONING

A proper mix of zones with appropriate regulations and uses can provide a healthy, proactive development environment to encourage employment uses within Langley. However,
the structure of Langley’s industrial zones appears to have grown on an ad hoc basis over
the years in response to specific issues. There is little clarity of intended purpose because
the intent is not defined well in titles and there are no general purpose statements. There
are 15 zones, some of which are almost indistinguishable from each other, with only subtle
differences in permitted uses. Much clarity could be added through zoning by using use
classes based on common characteristics, impacts and performance, rather than specific
uses.
The regulations in most zones are typical of municipal standards and there is little real
restriction to intensification through existing regulations (typically site coverage of 60%, front
yards setbacks of 10 m, height limits of 12 m), but there is some potential for relaxation but
this would not likely result in much intensification.
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One issue that has a relatively significant bearing on the protection of industrial land for
industrial uses is the number of non-industrial uses that are permitted in some of the
industrial zones. This would, depending on which specific zone, include uses like
commercial recreation. Generally, uses include some limited measure of accessory office
and retail space.
Similarly, the structure of commercial zones seems to have also developed on an ad hoc
basis over time. While there are elements of the traditional hierarchy of commercial zones
(regional commercial, community commercial, local commercial), there are many specialty
zones aimed at a very restrictive range of uses (C10 Customs, C9 Camping, etc.) and
zones with very limited differences (C4, C5, etc.).
In addition, new zones (C17, C18) and CD zones (CD 48, CD49, etc.) have been created to
address new development in Carvolth.
The general impression is that the employment zones are badly in need of a comprehensive
rewrite to make them both simple and clear, in conjunction with clarifying the planning
objectives for Langley’s varied employment areas.
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6.0

Employment Lands Supply

6.1

EXISTING EMPLOYMENT LAND

This section outlines the inventory of employment lands and provides an analysis of the
existing and planned supply of lands for each community. As noted earlier, this does not
include agricultural land, home-based businesses, and recreational jobs. Table 2 breaks
down the type and supply of employment lands by community, illustrating that Walnut
Grove-NW Langley and Gloucester provide the largest inventory of industrial uses, Walnut
Grove-NW Langley and Willowbrook-Willoughby lead the supply of commercial lands, and
the greatest supply of office and institutional lands is found in Willowbrook-Willoughby.
TABLE 2: EXISTING SUPPLY OF EMPLOYMENT LANDS BY COMMUNITY, 2006
s q. ft
Ins titutional C ommercial Indus trial
369,600
836,000
800,000
Aldergrove
518,000
180,400
‐
B rooks wood‐F ernridge
105,000
167,200
‐
F ort L angley
‐
44,000
4,765,000
G louces ter
315,000
422,400
200,000
Murrayville
840,000 1,756,000
7,120,000
Walnut G rove‐NW L angley
1,575,000 2,556,000
1,200,000
Willowbrook‐Willoughby
3,722,600 5,962,000 14,085,000
T otal

Ins titutional C ommercial
17
55
Aldergrove
24
12
B rooks wood‐F ernridge
5
11
F ort L angley
‐
3
G louces ter
14
28
Murrayville
39
115
Walnut G rove‐NW L angley
72
168
Willowbrook‐Willoughby
171
391
T otal

ac res
Indus trial
61
‐
‐
365
15
545
92
1,078

Ins titutional C ommercial
7
22
10
5
2
4
‐
1
6
11
16
47
29
68
69
158

hec tares
Indus trial
25
‐
‐
148
6
220
37
436

Aldergrove
B rooks wood‐F ernridge
F ort L angley
G louces ter
Murrayville
Walnut G rove‐NW L angley
Willowbrook‐Willoughby
T otal

O ffice
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
50,000
1,400,000
1,450,000

O ffice
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
1
32
33

O ffice
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
0
13
13

T otal
2,005,600
698,400
272,200
4,809,000
937,400
9,766,000
6,731,000
25,219,600

T otal
133
36
16
368
57
700
364
1,673

T otal
54
14
6
149
23
283
147
677

Figure 19 then breaks down the supply of employment lands in each community by type,
showing that industrial lands dominate in Gloucester and Walnut Grove-NW Langley.
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FIGURE 19: SUPPLY OF EXISTING EMPLOYMENT LANDS BY TYPE, 2006
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EMPLOYMENT LAND DEMAND PROJECTION

This section of the study outlines the scale of employment land demand in Langley. This is a
critical part of the study which shows where and what type of jobs Langley has and where
those jobs will locate in the future and, importantly, whether Langley has enough land to
accommodate those future jobs.
The single most important input in this analysis and the model which determines demand
are the employment projections. These employment projections have been provided by
Langley and have been reviewed by Site Economics Ltd. and in general have been
determined to be reasonable.
6.2.1 The Employment Land Demand Model
The employment land demand model is based on simply converting employment by type
into building size by type and land area by type, based on certain assumptions about
employee and building densities. It is a reliable and consistent model which is as good as
the employment projections and data assumptions used.
The analysis starts with the employment projections which are followed by a description of
the inventory of employment land and moves through such critical factors as:






The projected number of employees in Langley categorized into their type of work over
the 2006 to 2031 study period.
The places of work where employees require buildings and land are office, industrial,
commercial, and institutional.
The places of work where employees do not require additional buildings and lands and
are thus not key to land use but remain important to the economy are agricultural,
recreation, and home based employment.
Consideration is also provided for the distribution of the new jobs and employment lands
within Langley.

The next step is to define the following:


Project the number of new jobs by type for each community over the study period.
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Determine the number of building sq.ft. per employee by employment type. This is
defined by dividing the building inventory by the number of employees for each sector.
The ratio for each of the four employment land demand categories may change slightly
over the next 25 years.
Building FSRs (which range from 0.30 to 1.00 depending on land use type) and
employment projections are used to simultaneously project employment building
demand and how those buildings can be defined in terms of land demand.

6.2.2 The Employment Projections by Type
Table 3, which includes both employment land and non-employment land jobs, summarizes
the type of data provided by Langley. This projection data was also provided for the
individual sub regional communities. The number of jobs in Langley is expected to increase
by 37,000 over the study period from 52,000 to 89,000.
TABLE 3: PROJECTED NUMBER OF JOBS BY TYPE
Year
Institutional
Agricultural
Home Based
Recreational
Commercial
Industrial
Office
Total

2006
10,636
1,955
6,470
1,251
10,205
14,085
7,250
51,852

2011
11,215
2,050
6,996
1,319
10,813
16,690
8,500
57,583

2016
12,050
2,200
7,723
1,427
11,840
20,315
12,410
67,965

2021
12,555
2,285
8,222
1,488
12,892
23,612
15,060
76,114

2026
13,311
2,423
8,717
1,578
13,879
25,701
16,566
82,175

2031 06‐31 Change 2006‐2031 % Annual Avg.
14,327
3,691
35%
1.4%
2,607
652
33%
1.3%
9,383
2,913
45%
1.8%
1,698
448
36%
1.4%
15,110
4,905
48%
1.9%
28,098
14,013
99%
4.0%
18,223
10,973
151%
6.1%
89,445
37,594
73%
2.9%

The job categories with the greatest proportion of growth will be Industrial and Office. As
seen in Figure 20, there is projected to be a gradual increase in the proportion of jobs which
are Office and Industrial, and a slight reduction in the proportion of Commercial and
Institutional jobs.
FIGURE 20: PROJECTED PROPORTION OF JOBS BY TYPE
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6.2.3 Employees per sq.ft. and Employment Land Floor Space Ratios (FSR)
Base data on employment by category have been contrasted with employment lands by
acre, and building areas by sq.ft, for the year 2006. This actual data allows for jobs to be
translated into the land requirements for Langley as a whole and for each of its communities
for the base year 2006 and the changes expected to 2031. This does not include the three
categories of Home Based, Agricultural, and Recreational, which do not have a direct ratio
between land and employment.
As building utilization become increasingly intensive and efficient, it is expected that the
number of sq.ft. of floor space per employee could gradually increase over the coming
decades for industrial uses and slightly decrease for office uses. This reflects past trends
towards tighter use of industrial building operations through increased use of technology and
equipment and less use of personnel. However, there is a limit to how much these
increases in efficiencies in utilization ratios can continue.
Office space per employee averages 200 sq.ft. This is not expected to significantly change
over the forecast period as most office space is already very efficient and well suited to the
business it serves. With the exception of the overdevelopment of office space during the
1960s-1980s when the cost of office construction was low and the ratio increased to over
250 sq.ft., office space per employee has continued to average 200 sq.ft.
Industrial space per employee should decline gradually, due to the increasing share of flex
space within the regional economy. Large scale warehouses typically have less than one
employee per 1000 sq.ft. and are working towards more technical efficiencies and even
fewer employees. This is the opposite of flex space and most light industrial which are
closer to one employee per 400 sq.ft. The blended rate of sq.ft. per employee for industrial
will change according to the share of each type of development. Langley is expected to
accommodate more light industrial and higher value industrial space.
Commercial space ratios on average have remained generally constant; however the ratios
for individual communities vary depending on the type of new commercial developments.
For example, regional retail in the form of big box stores have fewer employees per sq.ft.,
whereas small shops and service businesses have many more employees per sq.ft.
Institutional space ratios will decline slightly over the study period as costs are very high
and government must make better use of the space which is available. This applies to
everything from schools and hospitals to court houses and government office buildings.
These are shown in Table 4.
TABLE 4: ESTIMATED BUILDING SQ.FT. BY JOB TYPE, 2006 ‐ 2031
Year
Institutional

2006
350

2011
350

2016
350

2021
345

2026
345

2031
345

Commercial

584

580

574

577

584

585

1,000

980

970

960

950

940

200

200

200

200

200

200

Industrial
Office

Note that certain adjustments to the employee ratios for Commercial floor space have been
made to reflect some significant differences / exceptions to the ratios in certain communities,
such as higher ratios for some major developments which include large hotels, cinemas,
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and big box stores. The 2006 data is based on actual information and is accurate. In
addition, it models industry standards very well.
Based on the noted projections regarding the number of employees and the assumed
employee/FSRs, Table 5 shows projected building space requirements. This shows an
increase of nearly 19 million sq.ft. of employment floor space (from 25 million to 44 million)
during the study period, an increase of 74%.
TABLE 5: ESTIMATED TOTAL AMOUNT OF BUILDING REQUIRED IN SQ.FT., 2006 ‐ 2031
Year

Institutional
Commercial
Industrial
Office

2006
2011
2016
2021
2026
2031 06‐31 Change 2006‐2031 %
33%
3,722,600
3,925,250
4,217,500
4,331,475
4,592,386
4,942,755
1,220,155
48%
5,961,965
6,269,702
6,797,581
7,432,754
8,100,551
8,839,887
2,877,922
88%
14,085,000 16,356,200 19,705,550 22,667,520 24,415,988 26,411,783
12,326,783
151%
1,450,000
1,700,000
2,482,000
3,012,000
3,313,200
3,644,520
2,194,520
Total 25,219,565 28,251,152 33,202,631 37,443,749 40,422,125 43,838,945
74%
18,619,380

Typical floor space density ratios reflecting the base year densities are shown in the
following table. The only significant change over time is an increase in the FSR for industrial
lands. This major assumption is based on development trends which suggest more efficient
use of industrial lands.
Using typical building FSRs largely reflecting the base year densities, with a gradual
increase in densities on Industrial lands, the FSR in Table 6 have been used.
TABLE 6: ESTIMATED BUILDING FSR BY LAND USE TYPE, 2006 ‐ 2031

Year

2006
0.50
0.35
0.30
1.00

Institutional
Commercial
Industrial
Office

2011
0.50
0.35
0.31
1.00

2016
0.50
0.35
0.33
1.00

2021
0.50
0.35
0.35
1.00

2026
0.50
0.35
0.37
1.00

2031
0.50
0.35
0.38
1.00

Based on the FSR, the amount of land required for the four land use categories is calculated
in Table 7. Note that the greatest increase in percentage terms is for Office. However,
Industrial, followed by Commercial, generates a far greater demand for land given both the
increase in employment in these sectors and also the lower building FSR as compared to
Office.
TABLE 7: ESTIMATED TOTAL AMOUNT OF REQUIRED NET LAND IN ACRES, 2006 ‐ 2031
Year
Institutional
Commercial
Industrial
Office
Total

2006
171
391
1,078
33
1,673

2011
180
411
1,211
39
1,842

2016
194
446
1,371
57
2,067

2021
199
488
1,487
69
2,242

2026
211
531
1,515
76
2,333

2031 06‐31 Change 2006‐2031 %
227
56
33%
580
189
48%
1,596
518
48%
84
50
151%
2,486
813
49%

The conclusion of these calculations is that approximately 810 acres of new employment
land will be required for 2006-2031, increasing the total inventory by approximately 50%.
This represents on average 33 acres/year, of which approximately two-thirds or 21 acres,
would be for industrial purposes.
6.2.4 Employment Categories Which Do Not Require New Land
The employment land demand projections do not consider employment forms which do not
directly have a requirement for new buildings or lands, namely: Agricultural, Recreational,
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and Home Based Employment. Although these uses and jobs require buildings and land,
there is not a direct relationship or ratio between jobs and land requirements.
These employment categories represent a declining share of the total employment numbers
for the study period, from approximately 18 to 15% of the total work force. It is expected
that Agricultural and Recreational jobs will grow at a very modest pace during the study
period, and Home Based employment only slightly higher, all below the rate of population
increase.
6.2.5 Distribution of Jobs by Location
Each community has been assigned a share of existing and future employment growth.
Based on the employment projection and the translation of those jobs into demand for
employment lands, each community can be understood in terms of its role and function
within the Langley economy. As shown in Figure 21, the vast majority of new jobs will be
located in Willoughby. This is expected to be followed by Gloucester, Aldergrove, and
Walnut Grove. The other communities have relatively modest employment lands.
FIGURE 21: LANGLEY JOBS BY COMMUNITY, 2031
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Of the total jobs in Langley in 2031, most will be in Commercial, Industrial, Office, and
Institutional, as shown in Figure 22.
FIGURE 22: LANGLEY JOBS BY TYPE OF EMPLOYMENT, 2031

6.2.6 The Commercial Market 2006-2031
Commercial includes all forms of retail and service commercial. In general, commercial
employment and lands will locate in each community according to population growth.
Figure 23 shows this. The one exception is where regional retail facilities will locate. In
general, this will be in the Langley Regional Town Centre where the vast majority of regional
retail facilities are currently located.
FIGURE 23: COMMERCIAL JOBS BY COMMUNITY
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The total number of Commercial jobs is expected to increase by approximately 4,900 to
15,100 in 2031. Willowbrook-Willoughby currently contains most of the Commercial jobs
and this area is expected to maintain a significant portion of Commercial jobs and lands in
the future.
6.2.7 The Industrial Market 2006-2031
The industrial real estate market has been outlined for Langley in another section of this
study. This includes all forms of industrial from large warehouses to small warehouses and
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flex-space and manufacturing facilities. It is clear that industrial users need good
transportation connections and that existing and new industrial buildings and lands should
be located near Highway 1, particularly near highway access interchanges.
Industrial job growth is expected to be much stronger than Institutional and Commercial. The
total number of industrial jobs will approximately double over the study period, increasing
from 14,000 to 28,000 in 2031. Most of this growth is projected for Gloucester, which is a
large industrial park on Highway 1 at the eastern boundary of Langley. Projections are
shown in Figure 24.
Walnut Grove–NW Langley also is a significant location for industrial lands which will
become increasingly important and valuable due to its proximity to Highway 1, 200 Street,
and the new Golden Ears Bridge to Maple Ridge / Pitt Meadows. In the long term, the new
Port Mann Bridge connecting to the inner communities will further enhance this location.

FIGURE 24: INDUSTRIAL JOBS BY COMMUNITY
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6.2.8 The Institutional Market 2006-2031
The institutional category, shown in Figure 25, is similar to the distribution of the population
except that a large share tends to go to the town centre.
FIGURE 25: INSTITUTIONAL JOBS BY COMMUNITY
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Most of the existing Institutional jobs are located in Willowbrook-Willoughby and this is
expected to largely retain the same pattern for the future, with limited Institutional job growth
in other areas. This generally follows the population growth and distribution projections for
Langley. The total number of Institutional jobs is expected to increase by approximately
3,700 to 14,300 in 2031.
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6.2.9 The Office Market 2006-2031
The office market in Langley is dominated by the Willowbrook-Willoughby area, representing
over 90% of the total office space inventory in Langley. As shown in Figure 26, office jobs
are expected to grow substantially, by 11,000 jobs to 18,200 in 2031, more than doubling
over the study period. Nearly all of this growth will occur in the Willowbrook-Willoughby
area. Walnut Grove-NW Langley is expected to experience a limited amount of Office job
growth, while the other communities none at all.
FIGURE 26: OFFICE JOBS BY COMMUNITY

This dominance and significant future growth in Willowbrook-Willoughby is based on its
location between the City of Langley and Highway 1, well connected by the 200 Street
corridor. The expansion of Highway 1, along with the Golden Ears Bridge, and the future
twinning of the Port Mann Bridge, will further enhance this area and make the 200 Street /
Highway 1 area a desirable regional economic hub. This hub could be a significant new
office market and compete with such areas as Guildford in Surrey.
6.2.10 Employment Jobs by Type
Based on available data and assumptions, Figure 27 shows the projected number of jobs
by type for Langley from 2006-2031. Most of the job growth is in the Industrial and Office
sectors, while the other categories increase much more modestly. Between 2006 and 2031,
the distribution of jobs by type is projected to change. Industrial will further expand and be
the largest employment category, with approximately one-third of the workforce in 2031.
Office is the next largest job category and also increases in proportion. Commercial and
Institutional are the following job categories, which both diminish in proportion over the 25year period. Home Based, Agricultural, and Recreational jobs are down.
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FIGURE 27: NUMBER OF JOBS BY TYPE, LANGLEY OVERALL
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6.2.11 Summary Land Demand
Based on the projected employment and densities, Figure 28 represents the projected
required amount of building floor space in sq.ft. by job type for the study period. This
represents an additional 19 million sq.ft., bringing it to 44 million sq.ft. by 2031. Most of the
existing building inventory is Industrial and this is expected to be the category with the
greatest growth.
FIGURE 28: TOTAL AMOUNT OF SQUARE FOOTAGE REQUIRED FOR EMPLOYMENT LANDS
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This growth is converted to acres in Figure 29. Based on the determined building floor
space requirements, the number of acres of land has been determined. Due to different
building FSRs, and the relatively low ratio for Industrial as compared to the other categories
(particularly Office), the building floor space chart differs from the land area chart in terms of
distribution between employment types; nevertheless the trend is clearly increasing.
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FIGURE 29: TOTAL AMOUNT ACRES REQUIRED FOR EMPLOYMENT LANDS
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Looking at just the required new land supply (810 acres) from 2006 to 2031 separate from
the existing inventory as shown in Figure 30, by far the bulk of this will be for Industrial,
followed by Commercial. Office and Institutional are very small contributors to the
employment land demand requirements because of their projected relative lower
employment growth and the higher employee and building densities / ratios.
FIGURE 30: NEW LAND REQUIRED FOR EMPLOYMENT (ACRES)
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Overall for Langley as a whole, the distribution share of employment lands between the four
categories will remain stable over the study period. Approximately 64% of the land will be
Industrial, 23% Commercial, 9% Institutional, and only 3% Office. Within the individual
communities, the distribution will vary more. For the total employment land inventory
projected for 2031, it will basically match the current distribution pattern for Langley which
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will continue for new development over the study period. Employment Lands will cover
approximately 2,500 acres by 2031.
6.2.12 Review by Community
Figure 31 shows the additional required employment land by the seven communities. Most
of the demand assigned by the model for new employment lands will be in Gloucester
(Industrial), Willowbrook-Willoughby (Commercial), and Aldergrove (Industrial).
The growth in land demand will be relatively evenly distributed over the study period
(approximately 33 acres per year); however there will be impacts from the release of
significant lands for development as well as the cyclical nature of the economy and real
estate market.
FIGURE 31: ACRES OF LAND REQUIRED BY COMMUNITY, 2006 ‐ 2031
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With the strongest demand for employment lands in Gloucester and to a lesser extent
Willowbrook-Willoughby and Aldergrove, these areas will gradually represent an increasing
proportion of the total employment lands in Langley. During this time Walnut Grove-NW
Langley will reduce in proportion.
Aldergrove
Most of the growth in jobs will be in Industrial, which will have the most significant demand
on new land requirements. The required amount of Industrial land will more than double,
while the amount for Commercial and Institutional will grow much more modestly. There will
continue to be no significant Office market in Aldergrove.
Brookswood/Fernridge
Limited development is expected until about 2020 due to major servicing issues. Once such
issues have been addressed, there will be significant and quick development and job growth
in all sectors. This will have a particularly strong impact on demand for new Industrial lands
in the area. However the area is too remote for office and industrial development which is
not needed in this area.
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Fort Langley
Fort Langley has a small job base largely limited to the Commercial and Institutional sectors.
In fact, there are no Industrial or Office sectors in Fort Langley. Of the projected impact on
employment land requirements, this will be only for the Commercial and Institutional sectors.
Such demand will be limited and could be accommodated through intensification of existing
lands.
Gloucester
For Gloucester, which is a dominant business park in the region, nearly all the jobs are
Industrial, with a small number of Commercial jobs. An anticipated continued trend towards
an increasing building FSR, suggests that new demand for Industrial lands will be at a lower
rate than the total job growth. There will be only limited Office or Institutional jobs in
Gloucester.
Murrayville
For Murrayville, job and land demand growth is expected to be moderate. There will be
limited Commercial, Office and Institutional development.
Walnut Grove-NW Langley
For Walnut Grove-NW Langley, most employment growth will be in Industrial and Office
sectors. However, there are already a significant number of Industrial jobs in this area, and
the limited growth of new Industrial jobs will be partially offset by increasing
employee/building/land densities, thereby blunting the increase in land demand.
Willowbrook-Willoughby
The Willowbrook-Willoughby area has the largest and most diverse employment base in
Langley, including nearly all of the office space in Langley. Of the projected job growth in
Willowbrook-Willoughby, most will occur in the Office sector. The greatest demand for
employment land will be for Office and Industrial. Given this area’s prime location between
the City of Langley and Highway 1, with thru access by 200 Street, this is the most
appropriate location for Office and Commercial development in Langley. This is further
enhanced with the new Golden Ears Bridge and proposed new Port Mann Bridge.
Rural Area
Jobs in the agricultural sector have been relatively constant and no significant changes are
anticipated at least in the short term but, in the long run, there may be opportunity to create
jobs there through a new economic development strategy.
6.2.13 Conclusion
The following conclusions regarding the employment projections and land demand growth in
Langley to 2031 can be made:


The 37,000 new jobs in Langley, between 2006-2031, will be distributed relatively evenly
during the time period (approximately 1,500 per year).



Most of the new jobs will be in the Industrial (37% of total) and Office (29% of total)
sectors.



There is not anticipated to be significant change in the amount of floor space per
employee for office development as it is generally relatively efficient at current levels.
Industrial space per employee will decline slightly, creating some degree of
intensification. Commercial space ratios are likely to stay relatively constant.
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There will be a demand for nearly 19 million sq.ft. of employment building floor space
during the study period, an increase of approximately 74% from 25 to 44 million sq,ft.



There will be a demand for 810 acres of new employment land over the 25-year period
(approximately 33 acres per year).



Of the employment land demand, nearly two-thirds will be for Industrial (approximately
520 acres), and nearly a quarter for Commercial (approximately 190 acres), with the
remainder for Institutional and Office (approximately 50 acres or 6% each).



The total Langley proportional employment land distribution by sector is expected to
remain relatively constant over the study period, with the overall new development
largely matching existing average Langley land use patterns with a slight shift towards a
greater proportion of Industrial and Office lands (although patterns will differ within
individual sub communities).



Much of the new employment lands, in the initial model, are projected for Gloucester
(although there is currently not the land base to absorb this growth) and the
Willowbrook-Willoughby Commercial and Office area.



Industrial employment, which is a transportation sensitive sector, will want locations at
good transportation locations, namely near Highway 1 at 200 Street (Walnut Grove-NW
Langley and Willowbrook-Willoughby).



Office employment will be largely located at Highway 1 and 200 Street in WillowbrookWilloughby, close to the majority of the existing and new population in Langley.



Commercial employment will track residential development and new population growth,
with a continued emphasis on regional commercial centres located in WillowbrookWilloughby and to a lesser extent Walnut Grove-NW Langley.



Institutional employment will track residential development and new population growth,
with a continued emphasis on the central area of Willowbrook-Willoughby. However,
this is harder to predict.
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7.0

Vision, Policy and Directions

7.1

INTRODUCTION

In 1991, the ratio of jobs per person in the labour force for Langley was 0.73 and by 2001 it
increased to 0.85. In 2006, according to Statistics Canada, Langley had a population of
93,726 with a labour force of 53,030—this labour force has grown from 8,670 in 1971.
Metro Vancouver reported that Langley had 49,000 jobs in 2006, giving a ratio of 0.92.
The OCP promotes the development of complete communities by providing a balance of
residential and development growth. The challenge is to ensure that employment growth in
Langley keeps pace, or exceeds, residential growth. There are obvious advantages to
creating employment in Langley in terms of sustainability—less commuting, more
opportunities for its residents, and the fiscal security that comes from a solid commercial and
industrial base, allowing Langley to provide a broad range of services to its residents and
businesses.
7.2

GOAL

Langley is committed to a community that is socially, culturally, economically and
environmentally balanced. This, of course, takes initiatives on several fronts at the same
time. The economic component of its vision is to have a strong and diversified local
economy. This will be demonstrated by maintaining and, if possible, strengthening its jobs
to labour force ratio. The number of jobs in Langley should increase by about 38,000 to
89,000 by 2031. This is the goal. To accomplish this, Langley requires:
Diversified economy: a variety of development opportunities to support employment
growth in a multitude of sectors—industrial, commercial, office, institutional, agriculture.
Employment land supply: a sufficient and well located inventory of lands to support long
term employment growth in all sectors.
Infrastructure: planning and promoting the installation of servicing infrastructure to ensure
the land supply is efficiently provided in a timely manner to meet demand.
Leadership: creative direction and facilitation to attract investment and job-creating growth
as well as assisting local business in being competitive.
Business climate: foster a positive and certain business climate attractive to new and
existing businesses.
Quality community: a community that attracts business and skilled workers and their
families.
Sustainability: ensuring that industry contributes to the sustainable legacy for future
generations
As noted in the introduction, Langley’s Sustainability Vision has economic goals such as
strengthening its economy and achieving long term fiscal health. One general measure of
community financial health is to have a strong assessment balance, generally when
business and industry makes a significant contribution to municipal revenues through
property taxes.
In 2009, approximately 83% of general municipal property assessment came from
residential development—but only 61% of tax revenue. On the other hand, commercial and
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industrial development, with only 15% of assessment, contributed 37% of tax revenue. This
is a typical suburban community profile and it reveals a narrow source of income compared
to more urban municipalities which have proportionately larger industrial and commercial
land areas and tax revenues. Based on projections earlier in this study, the ratio of property
tax revenue coming from employment land sources should steadily increase over the
coming years and the dependence on residential will steadily be reduced.
7.3

LAND USE STRUCTURE

Section 6.2.13 outlined the conclusions that were derived from the distribution of the initial
demand model which assigned industrial, office and commercial employment to various
sectors of Langley. They were projected independent of actual available land supply, so the
next step was to compare the land demand projections to potential supply in the context of a
possible employment strategy. For example, the original projections assigned significant
growth for the Gloucester area when, in fact, growth in that area is currently constrained—
primarily by the ALR designation.
Section 6.2.13 concluded there will be a demand for 810 acres of new employment land
over the 25-year period (approximately 33 acres per year). Of the employment land
demand, nearly two-thirds will be for Industrial (approximately 520 acres), and nearly a
quarter for Commercial (approximately 190 acres), with the remainder for Institutional and
Office (approximately 50 acres or 6% each).
Future land use supply was identified according to the provisions of the Official Community
Plan and the various sub-area plans. A total of 930 acres were identified in Langley for
potential future employment growth, assuming some storage lands will be converted to
industrial, etc. This is distributed throughout the various communities as follows: 97 acres
in Aldergrove, 44 acres in Brookswood/Fernridge, 188 acres in Gloucester, 3 acres in
Murrayville, 176 in Walnut Grove-NW Langley, and 426 in Willowbrook-Willoughby. There is
enough future employment land, but the challenge is to ensure a match between available
land and the requirements of future market demand, all within an appropriate policy context.
The suggested approach for this is to manage future land designations so that the potential
of specific areas is maximized as part of an overall coherent strategy.
In addition, there is additional long term flexibility to adapt to changing conditions to
designate further employment lands is various areas, such as an expansion of Gloucester or
the inclusion of more employment lands in Brookswood/Fernridge.
A proposed overall strategy would be as follows for each of the sub-areas:


Aldergrove: Continued development of the existing designated industrial lands as
servicing allows.



Brookswood/Fernridge: Consider some of these lands as longer term “back up”
employment lands as a strategic option to be able to respond to changing
circumstances.



Fort Langley: Little growth is anticipated in employment.



Gloucester: Continued development of designated industrial lands for only industrial
type uses, but keep long term options open for major industrial expansion.



Murrayville: There is little available land supply for employment growth, but thought
should be given to potential opportunities related to the airport.
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Rural Lands: Develop and implement an economic development strategy that will
increase the employment in the agricultural sector.



Walnut Grove-NW Langley: The industrial sector will continue to infill and redevelop as
it evolves, partly for logistics and transportation. Commercial development will occur in
response to improved access and population growth.



Willowbrook-Willoughby: The Highway 1/200 Street area should focus on more of
office development, rather than commercial. Surrounding areas can take on more of an
industrial and business park character. Commercial and institutional development will
occur with population growth, particularly at the future Willoughby town centre. The
business park proposed for the 216 Street area can be developed according to
community needs when the interchange is developed. Higher order offices should be
located in Langley Regional Town Centre.

The following sections provide more detailed discussion of each of these areas. The overall
thrust of a potential strategy is summarized in Figure 32.
Aldergrove
Most growth will be in industrial, where there is about 95 acres of potential future industrial
land. Demand in commercial and institutional will grow modestly. There will continue to be
no office market. Aldergrove has potential industrial land, which if it can be efficiently
serviced and can be optimized relative to opportunities from its highway access and
proximity to the border crossing, will match with potential projected demand.
The Aldergrove Planning Committee is working on the Aldergrove Core Planning Program.
Recognizing that the commercial sector is over-built (relative to its trade area population),
the APC is considering a smaller core area and higher density than existing as a possible
solution to revitalize the downtown area. The over-built situation is the result of the
commercial node at the southwest corner of Fraser Highway and 264 Street (Highway 13).
By making the downtown core smaller and increasing the population density at the same
time, the APC hopes that the commercial sector would be in a better balance with low or no
vacancy.
Brookswood/Fernridge
In 2004, Council restricted new development in Brookswood/Fernridge Community Plan until
the plan is updated with respect to land use, density, staging, servicing, environmental,
school/park and financial management matters. The current plan is primarily residential with
supporting commercial development.
As such, major development is not expected for quite some time. When development
proceeds at some time in the future, a new community plan can easily find an appropriate fit
between residential growth, commercial and industrial development. This would be
consistent with sustainable strategies for complete communities, etc. In the long run, it may
be wise for Langley to keep its options open to include some additional employment lands in
the area. Although this area does not meet the criterion of convenient access to Highway 1
and would have to compete with Surrey’s Campbell Industrial area, this is still a possibility
for employment lands if Langley is having problems meeting its jobs to resident workers ratio
with development in other areas. At any rate, this is a more long term option and should be
only considered as a last ditch strategy if other strategies have not borne fruit.
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FIGURE 32: EMPLOYMENT LAND USE STRATEGY
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Fort Langley
Fort Langley has little potential for employment growth. The employment model projected a
very small shortfall in commercial land use in the long run with increased residential growth.
This likely could be met through intensification and some redevelopment.
Gloucester
The employment projections indicate continued growth of this dominant business park for
primarily industrial development with some commercial closer to the entrance to Highway 1.
Gloucester is well situated relative to Highway 1 and there may be potential synergies for
development here. However, the projections significantly exceed available and potential
land within the existing boundary of the Gloucester area. The lands are surrounded by ALR
lands, making expansion somewhat problematic. In addition, Langley has advised that
major infrastructure extensions to the area to service additional land are likely very
expensive.
Other areas in Langley (NW Langley, Carvolth, the future 216 Street business park) have
the potential to meet the demand for additional lands—and do it in a manner that might be
more sustainable from a complete community perspective, compact form, and minimizing
home-to-work trips, given that they would be more proximate to residential development that
the somewhat isolated Gloucester area.
This area is not as good for goods handling as NW Langley, as its location is a bit too far
east of the inter-modal yards. To maximize Gloucester as a key industrial area, future uses
should really be limited to industrial development—not allowing development that could go
in commercial areas. It is anticipated that Gloucester will build out around halfway through
the forecast period.
Given strong demand, Gloucester could be developed out in the time horizon of the
projections of this study. However, given the constraints noted above, it is not suggested
that significant expansion be proposed to Gloucester’s current boundaries as there are other
potential lands already designated in other areas of Langley to meet demand in the long
term. There are some applications pending for small incremental exclusions from the ALR
for industrial expansion. They will have to be judged on their individual merits (ease of
servicing relative to other lands, ALR objectives, etc.), but they are not required from an
overall Langley land supply issue at this time.
Gloucester has applied to rezone the area currently designated for a golf course to
employment uses. If this is approved by Council, that would provide approximately 100
acres for long term employment uses.
Murrayville
For Murrayville, job and land demand growth is expected to be moderate, but there is little
capacity for additional industrial development and this demand will have to be met, for the
most part, by development in other communities. Lands at the airport are developed, but if
additional land development potential could be found, there is employment opportunity there
for airport related uses.
Rural Area
The rural area is a significant component of the land base of Langley but, although labour
force in agriculture is relatively stable (about 2750 workers), it is declining in terms of its
proportion of employment in Langley.
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As Metro Vancouver notes in its report “Agriculture and the draft Regional Growth Strategy:”
While protecting the land base is essential, economic strategies are also needed to sustain
agriculture… Agriculture plays a significant economic role in the region that extends beyond
the farm gate. A dynamic food industry arises from the multiplier effect of primary
production creating employment, value added food products and providing food security to
the region. One of the best ways the public can support local agriculture is to buy and eat
local food… Local governments have a pivotal role in… creating conditions that enable the
agriculture industry to prosper.
That document also lists a variety of tools to sustain agriculture. Others are available to
help strengthen the agriculture sector.
In addition, there are efforts in some municipalities to introduce agriculture into the urban
areas through green roofs, garden plots, etc. A diversity of scale in farming (both in large
intensive and small-scale niche food products) may also lead to emerging employment
opportunities in the production of local agricultural products. Opportunities may also exist to
accommodate processing jobs in a variety of locations within Langley, from the farms where
they are grown to agri-service centres and industrial settings.
Walnut Grove-NW Langley
The industrial sector will continue to infill and redevelop as it evolves, partly for logistics and
transportation. Commercial development will occur in response to improved access and
population growth.
Industrial employment, which is a transportation sensitive sector, will want locations at good
transportation locations, namely near Highway 1 at 200 Street (Walnut Grove-NW Langley
and Willowbrook-Willoughby).
The projections for industrial development assigned
significant industrial growth to Gloucester in Langley’s model rather than NW Langley. It is
suggested that the demand assigned to Gloucester in the projections model, be reassigned
to both NW Langley (particularly because of its improved access with the opening of the
Golden Ears Bridge) and Willoughby because of future land availability. NW Langley is a
good location for good handlings jobs given its location relative to the inter-modal yards.
As noted above, it was suggested that longer term (probably the capacity in Gloucester
would be taken up about halfway through the forecast period) industrial uses that will not be
accommodated in Gloucester, can be diverted to NW Langley and Willoughby on a best fit
basis: Heavier industrial uses could be accommodated in NW Langley locations where they
will be more compatible and to Willoughby on more of a business park basis.
Willowbrook-Willoughby
The Willowbrook-Willoughby area has the largest and most diverse employment base in
Langley, including nearly all of the office space in Langley. Industrial employment, which is
a transportation sensitive sector, will want locations at good transportation locations, namely
near Highway 1 at 200 Street.
It is important to continue initiatives to focus office development in the proximity of Highway
1 and 200 Street and limit larger scale retail development to specific 200 Street nodes.
There are other opportunities for the commercial development, so it makes sense to reserve
this area for a higher employment office focus at this key transportation hub. This makes an
attractive and prosperous gateway to Langley, close to the majority of the existing and new
population in Langley. This area could potentially attract groups of industries such as health
sciences or high tech. Other nodes on the 200 Street corridor should be able to absorb
future demand for commercial lands. This is an attractive area because of proposed transit
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improvements in this corridor. There is opportunity to create more of an urban village at this
hub, by focusing planning on mixed use and some higher residential densities.
There is significant capacity for varied industrial development in several areas, including the
outer portions of the Carvolth plan area and business park areas designated in the Official
Community Plan that were not included in the bounds of the Carvolth community plan. This
area should be planned to provide for a mix of employment uses, without creating conflict by
including incompatible uses in the same area.
Future industrial uses could be
accommodated in a business park at the future 216 Street interchange—which could be
tailored to prevailing market conditions at the time of development. It would also be
anticipated that some industrial type uses might eventually relocate out of the Langley
Regional Town Centre area, being developed for more intense uses.
Commercial development, such as local commercial sites and the proposed Willoughby
town centre, will have to be planned and developed within the residential areas.
Commercial employment will track residential development and new population growth, with
a continued emphasis on commercial centres located in Willowbrook-Willoughby.
Institutional employment will track residential development and new population growth, with
a continued emphasis on the central area of Willowbrook-Willoughby. However, this is
harder to predict.
Regional oriented offices should also be located in Langley Regional Town Centre, which
will likely continue to redevelop and intensify over time.
7.4

ISSUES

Timing
Although the economy has been hard hit recently, there are some positive signs of recovery.
Within any long range planning horizon, there will be periodic ups and downs, this requires a
long term strategy that is carefully monitored, evaluated, and adjusted as longer term trends
change.
As growth in the number of jobs and population should occur relatively evenly throughout
the time period, an ongoing supply of employment lands must be planned and available to
accommodate expansion at all times. Timely servicing is a critical factor.
Preservation of industrial land
Although Langley has an adequate long term supply of designated employment lands, and
has other long term possibilities (removing land from the ALR for expanding Gloucester or
including more employment in Brookswood/Fernridge as two examples), it is important that
Langley wisely use its basic industrial lands for industrial development. For this reason,
Langley should consider revising its zoning categories to exclude uses like commercial
recreation from industrial areas.
Intensification
The Sustainability Charter has an objective of focusing on a compact urban form, so
intensification can be a positive factor in community development. Many jurisdictions are
struggling with trying to increase the intensity of industrial development—to create more
industrial jobs per acre to make more efficient use of the land. The projection model used in
this study is based on increases in industrial FSR over time, but there is a limit to the degree
that industrial users can change the way they operate. Changes to zoning regulations, such
as height, setbacks or site coverages, are likely to only encourage marginal changes.
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Regulatory requirements, such as not allowing offices on the ground floor, may require
second storeys, but would likely be met with resistance from industry as not being workable.
To some degree, this may come with higher regional and local land values, but this study
does not anticipate major changes to either FSR or employees per sq.ft. There are also a
variety of factors that act to limit the development of office towers as opposed to low rise
flex-space (such as construction costs, the costs of underground parking, etc,) The greatest
potential for intensification will come from attracting businesses which inherently have a
higher number of employees per sq.ft. and this should be a focus of economic development
initiatives.
Institutional
Institutional development will create employment, but it is difficult to predict the possibility of
major institutional employers. Smaller institutional uses will tend to more closely track
residential growth.
Risk
Obtaining the projected amount of office development will be a challenge, given the size of
the overall market, competition with other locations, potential regional policies limiting office
growth in Carvolth, etc. If the office market does not materialize to the extent projected,
Langley will have to significantly improve the take-up of industrial land.
Because of its significantly lower employee generation factor per acre, this would require
significantly more industrial land to reach the proposed balance of jobs with resident
workers. As noted, possibilities do exist for additional employment lands. This would
require a more aggressive servicing program. This points out the need to closely monitor
trends, to ensure strategic adaptation will be possible.
7.5

FINDINGS, DIRECTIONS & PRIORITIES

This study is intended to respond to a list of deliverables in the Terms of Reference. This
section summarizes the response to issues raised and provides a suggested direction for
Langley’s future initiatives with respect to employment lands.


an assessment of regional, provincial, national and international economic and
employment trends in the context of its potential roles

In summary, the global, national, and provincial economic trends all indicate that regional
economies are going to become more important. As Metro Vancouver increasingly
dominates the economy of British Columbia, areas with land for population and economic
growth will become steadily more important.
Clearly, Langley is poised to capture a large share of employment growth. Langley can
enhance its role in the transportation industry, as well as increase its light industrial base.
Langley is also well positioned to become more of a service centre for the commercial and
institutional needs of its residents, and the residents of surrounding communities. Regional
transportation improvements point to the attractiveness of the Carvolth area as a key
component of Langley’s employment strategy.


best practices for industrial and commercial land use densification

This is an issue many jurisdictions are struggling with as they try to optimize the use of
limited industrial lands. However, very significant changes in land use intensification are not
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anticipated. Changes to zoning regulations will only make marginal differences. Given how
business prefers to operate, there is little real opportunity for densification. For example,
transportation and logistics tends to require large floor plates, not tall buildings. Developers
prefer to provide flex-space that can be used for industry or offices. The need for structured
parking (above or below ground) required with higher densities creates issues in increasing
office densities. Mixed use should allow some increases in density. This densification issue
must be considered from other perspectives as well—not just the intensity of built form, but
the density of industrial employment. This has two components: 1) ensuring that the
employment use is industrial and that industrial employment density is not ‘watered down’
by non-industrial development (such as, for example, karate studios in industrial areas); and
2) trying to attract industrial businesses that have a higher density of employees per sq.ft.


a high level review of infrastructure capacity to help evaluate the options based on the
general timing and costing of any infrastructure enhancements required

This study looks at the long term, suggesting that development will be spread out relatively
evenly over time. From a high level perspective, it is more cost effective to develop at the
edge of existing infrastructure systems (assuming capacity for expansion is available) rather
than building new systems or extending services great distances. This contiguous growth is
also more consistent with sustainable principles such as compact growth, reducing the
journey to work, and transit supportive planning. The servicing of new areas will be
required, such as the proposed business park at 216 Street interchange with Highway 1.
From a big picture view, industrial servicing can not be looked at in isolation of other uses,
but must be considered in conjunction with overall municipal servicing strategies, including
integration with residential servicing. Timing of servicing is a critical factor to ensure an
ongoing supply of suitable employment land.


a policy framework to optimize Langley’s position within the region in terms of its share
of employment, a balanced assessment base, and clear understanding of the types,
characteristics and locations of land that will be required to meet Langley’s future
employment land needs

This study projected employment in the various categories of office, industrial, commercial,
and institutional and assigned them to various sub-areas somewhat independent of
available supply. This employment was converted, using factors, to required floor space
and then to required acreages. It is anticipated that continuing to increase the worker to
labour force ratio will provide healthy employment opportunities and a more favourable
commercially and industrial driven assessment base. Home based businesses, a relatively
significant component, do not require a land base independent of the residential
requirements and will increase with residential growth. Agricultural land, because most is in
the ALR, is relatively permanent and not subject to conversion. Employment in this sector
has not been increasing in real terms and is declining as a proportion of overall employment
in Langley.


policy options for an appropriate mix of employment uses and associated location
criteria, including industrial, commercial, office and mixed uses to meet long-term market
needs

Overall employment land needs were defined. A review of land supply indicated that there
is adequate land to meet future needs. However, because of the varying locational
characteristics of the various potential development areas, it is important to optimize the use
of employment lands by ensuring that the right uses are directed to the appropriate lands.
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Section 7.3 outlines a proposed strategy to match uses to areas over time. Each area has a
specific intent, ensuring that the various pieces are part of an overall coherent strategy for
Langley. Key elements of the approach are to maintain Gloucester as a general industrial
area within, for the most part, in its current boundaries. NW Langley will continue to evolve
and infill taking advantages of its location and improved access characteristics. The
Carvolth area should develop with a relative focus on office development to take advantage
of its gateway location where the 200 Street corridor meets Highway 1. Over time,
employment will expand throughout the greater Carvolth area and the future business park
at 216 Street. Some densification will occur at Willowbrook. Commercial development can
occur at nodes in the corridor and in a hierarchical arrangement in developing residential
areas. Long term options should be maintained to respond to changing circumstances,
particularly if the office market does not materialize over time due to competitive factors or
planning decisions. These options include the potential for expansion of Gloucester,
assuming servicing will be in place, or including employment uses in Brookswood/Fernridge.


an assessment of the future viability of agri-industrial developments in Langley

The rural lands will be protected for agriculture, but with a strategy to create more
employment there in agri-service centres or on farms. Increased agri-tourism has potential.
In general, agricultural processing has moved to lower cost centres and an effective
economic development strategy for agriculture is required. This includes strategies related
to eat local, agri-tourism, encourage local processing, marketing, farmers market, etc.


recommended short, medium and long term actions to build a competitive economy that
offers a wide range of good jobs, broadens the municipal tax base and provides the
capacity for sustained capital projects

Higher Priority
 It is important for Langley to consult with industry, land owners and developers as well
as the community at large, on the suggested approach for employment lands to confirm
or adjust as required. This could occur independently or as part of an overall
reconsideration of its Official Community Plan.


Once a strategy is confirmed, Langley should undertake a major revision to its zoning
bylaw, OCP, and local area plans, as required, to ensure the tools are in place to
implement the strategy of directing uses to appropriate areas.



Langley should create a new economic development strategy that emphasizes high
employment uses, targets emerging markets, and builds on its diversity of opportunities,
including the agricultural sector.

Medium Priority
 Develop a data base to carefully monitor employment uses to track success in
employment generation in various areas and to monitor the fit between employment land
supply and demand. There is more risk with implementing the office strategy, so this
should be monitored and if, not successful, there will have to be expanded industrial
development initiatives.


Develop a high level servicing strategy for ensuring that employment lands can be
serviced to meet demand in the long term. It is important that a diverse inventory of land
be maintained. This strategy should consider the financial implications of servicing the
various areas.
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Longer Term Priority
 Monitor the community plans, and update where necessary, to ensure that commercial
lands are provided in support of community growth.


Maintain future options for, in the first instance, expansion of Gloucester industrial lands
and, in the second instance, consider the introduction of a higher component of
employment lands in the long term planning for Brookswood/Fernridge if required by
changing circumstances.
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